a PHASE-LOCKED local oscillator
STATE OF THE WATT...

...a la ALPHA SEVENTY

The ALPHA SEVENTY high power linear amplifier incorporates components heretofore available only in equipment designed for military or industrial applications. The result - a new standard of performance and convenience.

- EXTRA HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMER WITH TAPE-WOUND CORE OF GRAIN-ORIENTED SILICON STEEL is 60% smaller and lighter than conventional laminated units.
- VACUUM VARIABLE CAPACITOR combines low minimum and high maximum capacitance, very small size, and excellent flashover resistance.
- VACUUM T/R RELAY is extremely fast, quiet and compact. It closes in milliseconds with a barely audible "tick," handles maximum power with ease.
- CERAMIC-METAL POWER TUBES are rugged and compact. The revolutionary vapor-cooled ALPHA SEVENTY delivers uncompromising maximum legal power in all modes. It runs whisper-quiet, thanks to the Eimac 3CV1500A7 shown above and ETO's integral recirculating heat exchanger system. The ALPHA SEVENTY is also available with a 3CX1000A7 tube in a thermostat-controlled air cooling system. The two models are otherwise electrically and mechanically identical.

The ALPHA SEVENTY...
Air-cooled model PA70-A $1595
Vapor cooled model PA70-V $1775

ETO EHRHORN TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATIONS, INC.
BROOKSVILLE, FLORIDA 33512
(904) 796-8400
IF YOU'VE EVER USED A REPEATER,

If you haven't already received a copy of our NEW 1971 Catalog of Precision Quartz Crystals & Electronics for the Communications Industry,

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!

Somewhere along the line, in virtually every ham repeater in the world, you'll find a couple of Sentry crystals.

Repeater owners and FM "old-timers" don't take chances with frequency—they can't afford to. A lot of repeater users depend on a receiver to be on frequency, rock stable...in the dead of winter or the middle of July. The repeater crowd took a tip from the commercial "pros" a long time ago—and went the Sentry Route.

That's one of the reasons you can depend on your local repeater to be there (precisely there) when you're ready to use it. FM'ers use the repeater output as a frequency standard. And for accuracy, crystals by Sentry are THE standard.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST, SPECIFY SENTRY CRYSTALS.

SENTRY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Crystal Park, Chickasha, Oklahoma 73018
PHONE: (405) 224-6780
TWX-910-830-6425
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Versatility plus! ... in a 2 Meter FM Transceiver

IN THE FIELD
IN THE CAR
IN THE HOME...

DRAKE MODEL TR-22
$199.95 Amateur Net*

The TR-22 is a 2-meter VHF-FM completely transistorized, compact, portable transceiver with capacity for six channels. It can be used over the shoulder, mobile, or in your home. Has a built-in telescoping antenna, and SO-239 connector provided for external antenna. May be used barefoot or with accessory two-way amplifier. Operates on external 12 VDC or on internal rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries. Has built-in 120 VAC 50-60 Hz battery charger.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL
- Frequency Coverage: 144.148 MHz - 6 channels, 3 supplied: (1) Rcv: 146.94 MHz, Xmit: 146.34 MHz; (2) Simplex: 146.94 MHz; (3) Rcv: 146.76 MHz, Xmit: 146.34 MHz
- Frequency modulation
- Push-to-talk Xmtr Control
- DC Power Drain: Rcv: 45 mA, Xmit: 450 mA
- Power Source: 12 VDC ± 20%; 120 VAC 50-60 Hz (for recharging nickel-cadmium batteries only.)
- Size: 5½" x 2⅛" x 7⅜", Wt: 3⅝ lbs.

RECEIVER
- Completely transistorized crystal controlled double conversion superheterodyne circuit.
- 1st IF 10.7 MHz
- 2nd IF 455 KHz
- Antenna Input Impedance: 50 ohms
- Sensitivity: 1 microvolt or less for 20 dB S+N/N ratio
- Audio Output: 0.7 watt at 10% or less distortion
- Built-in speaker.

TRANSMITTER
- RF Output Power over 1 watt
- Frequency Deviation adjustable to 15 kHz maximum; factory set to 5 kHz.


Model AA-22 Accessory Amplifier $149.95. Improves receiver sensitivity and rejection of undesired signals. Provides at least 25 watts output with ½ to 3 watts drive. Fully automatic.

Model MNK-22 Mobile Mount for TR-22 $6.95

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY

540 Richard Street
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

AT YOUR DEALER'S!

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
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Within the next 20 years the world's power needs may be supplied by huge solar power stations in synchronous orbit around the earth. Diminishing fossil-fuel reserves, doubts about the practicality of nuclear power and problems of air and water pollution have led scientists to develop a plan for a system of orbiting solar-power stations.

The satellites would collect solar energy with huge arrays of solar cells, and convert the resulting dc into microwave energy for transmission to the earth. On the earth large rectifier-antennas (rectennas) would convert the received microwave energy back to direct current for distribution to the user.

Each power satellite in the system would consist of a solar array about five-miles square, a parabolic transmitting antenna 1.5 miles in diameter and 10,000 microwave transmitting tubes, with an output of 1000 kW each. The transmitting antenna and solar array would be connected with a super-conducting cable 2 miles long. Total power of the proposed system is 100-million kilowatts.

A large rectenna on the earth, several miles square, would convert the received microwave energy back into dc power for distribution. Each element of the large receiving array would consist of a half-wave dipole with its own four-diode bridge. Since the individual dipole-diode combinations (dipodes) are independent, the overall beam pattern is essentially nondirectional, so it eliminates the necessity for precise aiming at the satellite.

An operating frequency of 3000 MHz was chosen to minimize the effects of atmospheric attenuation. Higher frequencies would be attenuated by the troposphere while lower frequencies suffer from ionospheric attenuation. In addition, in complete cloud cover and moderate rainfall attenuation is lowest around 3000 MHz.

Many people, when first hearing of this plan, imagine that the microwave beam would virtually be a death ray that could cause great damage. Actually, with the proposed 100-million kW system, power density within the beam would only be 10 mW per square centimeter near the earth. This is the official Air Force maximum exposure level, and is a conservative limit with a built-in buffer factor, so it should not be hazardous for living things.

Although 20 years is a reasonable estimate for getting the satellite solar power system into operation, some scientists predict that the system could be working in 10 years if the government were willing to initiate a crash program similar to the nation's moon-landing program. In any event, this is the kind of planning we need to solve the increased demands for electric power in the future.

Jim Fisk, W1DTY
editor
New FM for '71
Standard's SR-C826M

professional quality, solid state, two-way radio, designed and sold exclusively for amateur use in the United States and Canada.

Standard Communications Corp., the world's largest manufacturer of marine V.H.F. equipment, has just developed a new industrial quality, high performance 2-meter unit. This rugged, compact transceiver is available only in the U.S. and Canada thru an authorized Standard dealer. The “826” is so compact that it makes mobile installation practical in almost any vehicle or aircraft, it becomes fully portable with the addition of Standard's battery pack.

GENERAL
Freq. Range — 143 to 149 MHz, 2 MHz spread
Supply voltage — 11 to 16 VDC, Negative Ground
13.8VDC nominal
Current Consumption — .15 amp receive standby, 2.4 amp transmit
Number of channels — 12
Supplied with 4 channels
1) 146.94 Simplex
2) 146.34/94
3) 146.76 Simplex
4) 146.34/76
Microphone — Dynamic
Dimensions — 6½"w x 2½"h x 9½"d

TRANSMITTER
Weight — 4½ lbs. max.
Frequency stability — 0.01%
(-10 to +60°C)
RF power output — .8 or 10 watts
Output impedance — 50 ohms nominal
Deviation — Internally adjustable to ±10 kHz min.
factory set to ±7 kHz
Spurious and harmonic attenuation — 50 dB below the carrier power level
Type of modulator — Phase

RECEIVER
Sensitivity — .4 or less microvolts for 20 dB quieting

Squelch sensitivity —
Threshold — 2 microvolts or less
2 MOSFET RF Amplifiers
1 MOSFET Mixer
Deviation acceptance —
Up to ±15 kHz deviation
Spurious and image attenuation — 65 dB below the desired signal threshold sensitivity
Adjacent channel selectivity
(30 kHz channels) — 60 dB attenuation of adjacent channel
Type of receiver —
Dual conversion superheterodyne
Audio output — 5 watts
For external speaker

$339.95 (complete as shown with microphone, built-in speaker and external alternator whine filter.)
This oscillator was built to satisfy the requirement for the first local oscillator in a receiver. The design called for a number of stable frequencies separated by exactly 1 MHz over as wide a frequency range as possible—at least 30 MHz. One obvious solution would have been to use separate crystals for each frequency. However, this was not economical because of the large number of frequencies. An alternative would have been to build a frequency synthesizer using somewhat fewer crystals (twelve in this case), and produce the required outputs by mixing. I have gone this route before and it is extremely difficult to get all the frequencies precisely where required. The problem of suppressing unwanted mixing products is also formidable. For these reasons I decided to build a variable-frequency oscillator which covered the desired frequency range and which could be phase locked to the harmonics of a 1.0-MHz crystal-controlled oscillator.

Although phase-lock systems are not uncommon in commercial equipment, there has not been a great deal written about them in the ham literature; probably because a rigorous analysis of the process is mathematically complex. However, it is relatively easy to understand their operation and to build systems which work.

The phase-lock system is basically a servo system where the difference between the variable-oscillator frequency and a reference frequency produces an
The error signal which is used to alter the frequency of the variable oscillator. The process is similar to automatic frequency control (afc) except for one major difference which makes it far superior.

**phase-lock operation**

A conventional afc system is shown in block form in fig. 1. The discriminator produces an output which is proportional to the difference between the frequency of the voltage controlled oscillator (vco) and a reference frequency (the center frequency of the discriminator). The system is designed so that the overall feedback is negative. For example, if the discriminator output is zero volts for the desired frequency, positive for higher frequencies, and negative for lower frequencies, and if the vco moved up in frequency for positive control voltages and down for negative control voltages, then the amplifier must invert as well as provide gain. Then, if the vco drifted up in frequency for some reason, the discriminator output would become positive; the amplifier would amplify this voltage and would make it negative. This negative voltage, applied to the vco, would cause its frequency to decrease, thus counteracting the drift. The problem with an afc system is that frequency drift cannot be compensated for exactly; there is always some frequency error.

This can be proved by the following argument. Suppose the vco were originally set exactly at the desired frequency. And furthermore, at that frequency, the discriminator output were exactly zero volts. Therefore, the control voltage to the vco would also be exactly zero volts. Now suppose that the vco drifted slightly upward in frequency. To bring it back to the original frequency requires a negative control voltage. This control voltage could only be produced if the discriminator output were somewhat more positive than zero; i.e., the vco frequency could not be exactly its original value.

This requirement for an error signal is characteristic of any servo system. The error can be reduced by tightening the control loop; in the case of afc this is done by increasing the gain of the amplifier so the control output would be very sensitive to small frequency changes.

![fig. 1. Basic parts of the automatic frequency control circuit.](image)

However, the frequency error cannot be eliminated entirely. In practice, the vco would be designed to be very stable so that frequency drift would be small. The afc system would then reduce drift even further.

A phase-locked system (pls) can produce an output frequency which is exactly the same as the reference frequency. This is done by deriving the error signal not from a frequency difference but from a phase difference. The block diagram of a pls is shown in fig. 2. Note that the afc discriminator has been replaced by a phase-difference detector. A reference frequency oscillator is also required, the discriminator performed this function in the afc system.

![fig. 2. Block diagram of the basic phase-lock system.](image)

Fig. 3 shows a hypothetical time sequence of two input voltages (one at the reference frequency and the other at the vco frequency) and the output of the phase-difference detector. Initially the two voltages are in phase (the phase difference was zero) so the output of the phase detector is zero. However, because
the two frequencies are different, the phase difference increases steadily with time until it reaches 360°. At that point the output of the phase difference drops back to zero since 360° phase difference is equal to zero phase difference.

Now suppose the output of the phase detector were connected to the vco control line. The ramp voltage would sweep the vco frequency. For the system to work properly, the control-voltage would sweep the vco frequency in a direction so as to decrease the frequency difference. Then, as the vco frequency approached the reference frequency, the rate of change of phase difference would decrease, and the vco would sweep more slowly. When the vco exactly reached the reference frequency, the phase difference between the two would be constant in time, so the vco frequency sweep would stop; the vco frequency would be phase-locked to the reference frequency.

The error signal in this loop is due to the phase difference between the vco and the reference frequency while they are locked together. This phase difference can be made arbitrarily small, just as the frequency difference in an afc can be reduced, but it cannot be entirely eliminated. However, for purposes of frequency control it is immaterial because the frequency error will be zero regardless of the phase error. If the vco frequency tended to drift, the phase detector would produce an output voltage which would keep the vco locked to the reference frequency. After the drift, the phase difference between the two oscillators would, of course, be different from its original value, but the two frequencies would still be identical.

In practice, it is difficult to build a phase-difference detector with characteristics exactly as outlined above, and the devices used are called phase-sensitive detectors. The output of phase-sensitive detectors are usually only approximately proportional to phase difference, and then only over a restricted range of phase difference. Also, there will also be a low-pass filter of some sort following the detector.

The lock-in range of the system, the range of vco frequency variation over which it can be locked onto the reference frequency, depends in a complicated way upon total loop gain and low-pass filter band-width. If you are interested in pursuing the topic, there are a surprising number of papers in technical journals on the subject. One of the more readable explanations I have seen appeared in the Proceedings of the IRE.

practical phase-locked oscillator

For my requirements, the vco had to have as wide tuning range as possible. Fair Radio has been selling a surplus tuning unit with a ganged capacitor and slug-tuned coil that covers the frequency range from 14 to 50 MHz, and I bought one of these.* I wanted to use this mechanism as the basis for a variable oscillator for this frequency range and

phase lock it to the harmonics of a 1-MHz oscillator.

The system is shown in fig. 4. The surplus tuning unit was made into a Hartley oscillator using an fet. With no padding capacitor, the frequency range extended from about 15 to 80 MHz — this was more than adequate, and a padding capacitor was added to reduce the range somewhat, and to lower the low-frequency limit to a bit lower than 14 MHz. Frequency stability was quite good. Normally the oscillator should be as stable as possible so that it does not readily drift out of the lock-in range. A varicap across the tank circuit was to be used as the frequency controlling element.

The 1-MHz crystal-controlled oscillator also used an fet. The harmonic generator was more complicated than the type usually seen in the amateur magazines. A phase-lock system requires that some power must be supplied to the reference frequency input to the phase detector at all frequencies where phase lock is required. To lock at 50 MHz, for example, requires appreciable amplitude of the 50th harmonic of the 1-MHz oscillator. Harmonics were originally generated by squaring the 1-MHz waveform and applying it to a diode — and later, other non-linear devices.

However, after a few experiments, it was apparent that the amplitudes of the higher harmonics generated in this way were too small. Step-recovery diodes probably would have been excellent; however, I didn’t have any, so I built the harmonic generator outlined in fig. 5.

The output of the multiplier was keyed on and off at a 1-MHz rate by the gate. Assume that the frequency multiplication factor were ten and that it was somewhat non-linear; the output of the multiplier would then contain energy not only at 10 MHz, but also its harmonics, 20, 30, 40 MHz, etc. The gate can be thought of as a modulator which overmodulates. Consider for example the signal from the multiplier at 10 MHz. This would be modulated at a 1-MHz rate so the output of the gate would contain the carrier at 10 MHz as well as sidebands 1 MHz to each side of it (9 MHz and 11 MHz).

Because of overmodulation, there would also be other sidebands 2, 3, 4, and 5 MHz on either side of 10 MHz. The output of the gate would contain all the carriers (spaced at 10 MHz intervals) plus all the sidebands (spaced at 1 MHz intervals) between the carriers. This type of harmonic generator can be very efficient. The simple version I built produced sufficiently strong harmonics up to 70 or 80 MHz.

Since any mixer is, in fact, a phase-sensitive detector of sorts, my phase detector was a simple diode double-balanced mixer. I didn’t have any hot-carrier diodes, so four 1N270s were selected by matching them on a curve tracer. The low-pass filter was an RC type, and the amplifier was a μA741 integrated circuit.

fig. 5. Harmonic generator.
Unfortunately, when the system was built, it would not work properly over the entire range of the vco. Despite careful diode matching, the double-balanced mixer was not well enough balanced. The output of the mixer must be coupled directly to the amplifier input. Ideally, the output of the mixer should be at zero volts dc when the two inputs are not harmonically related. However, due to diode unbalance, there will always be a small dc component as well as the desired signal which offsets the amplifier input.

The problem was that the offset depended on vco amplitude. The system could, for example, be adjusted to work near 14 MHz by compensating for dc offset. However, when the vco was tuned to higher frequencies, the output amplitude changed, causing the dc offset to change and saturate the amplifier. If the gain of the amplifier were reduced so that it did not saturate anywhere over the vco range, then the lock-in range became unacceptably small at the higher frequencies. A possible solution might have been to provide some amplitude limiting of the vco output. However, the system was beginning to get too complicated, and the whole approach was abandoned.

After considerable experimentation, the final solution required very few components. The oscillator fet itself was used as a mixer by coupling the harmonic generator output into the oscillator tank circuit with a varicap. The signal at the gate of the fet contained the oscillation frequency as well as all the 1-MHz harmonics. The instantaneous voltage at the gate depended on the phase difference between the oscillation frequency and the harmonics. Because the varicap was connected to the gate, the oscillation frequency therefore depended on this phase difference — thus satisfying the requirement of a phase-locked loop.

This system worked very nicely when I used a 1N914, a silicon planar switching diode, for the varicap. Normal varicaps with capacitance of 10 pF at 4 volts resulted in lock-in ranges which were too large, and which overlapped. With the 1N914, the lock-in range was about 100
kHz at 14 MHz and somewhat lower at the higher frequencies.

The final circuit is shown in fig. 6. The oscillator transistor was mounted on small terminal strips next to the coil. The factory, and it is anticipated that when the system is incorporated into the receiver, it will not be necessary because considerable wideband noise will be generated when the system is not locked.

1-MHz oscillator and harmonic generator was built on a printed-circuit board which fit nicely inside the framework of the surplus capacitor-coil framework as shown in the photograph. The smaller board on the side of the frame is the output buffer amplifier.

The frequency multiple in the harmonic generator need not be ten but can be any multiple. In the final version, it was sixteen.

The only remaining detail was to determine whether the vco was free running or whether it was phase locked at any point on the dial. This was done by connecting a diode detector and audio amplifier in parallel with the output. As the vco was tuned through its range, it was possible to hear it snap in and out of lock.

This method is not particularly satis-

As an interesting side effect I found that it was possible to lock the vco on to harmonically related frequencies other than the 1-MHz points. For example, the vco could be locked to exactly 14.3333 MHz because the mixer detected the phase difference between the third harmonic of the vco at 43 MHz and the 43rd harmonic of the 1-MHz oscillator with sufficient amplitude to cause locking. However, the lock-in range for these frequencies is quite small and there is no difficulty in determining whether or not the output frequency was on one of these points or on the desired frequency.

reference
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TR-50
customized six-meter transverter

A compact 300-watt transverter featuring high efficiency and a low-noise mosfet front end.

The 50-MHz transverter described in this article was built to satisfy a specific purpose: to provide a medium power, tabletop transverter which was compatible, both electronically and in styling, to the Drake TR-3. A secondary object was cost. The result is a 300-watt ssb transverter that uses a low-noise mosfet receiving converter, and includes built-in solid-state power supplies. Efficiency of the output stage is 64%.

cabinet

My first order of business was to select a suitable enclosure for the unit. The Drake TR-6 cabinet matches the TR-3 in styling and offers the advantage of not having additional cutouts as do other cabinets of the TR-4 line. Cabinet measurements indicated a 10-1/2 x 13-1/4-inch chassis and 10-1/2 x 5-1/4-inch front panel were optimum. Considering the weight of the power-supply components, 0.047 steel was chosen for the chassis to provide strength and rigidity.

The chassis and front panel were purchased from a local metal shop for $9. This included bending and corner welding. The chassis, front panel and cabinet were then mated, and the chassis drilled...
for the captive hardware I wanted to use to hold the system together. The captive nuts should be riveted in place to provide a smooth, flush outside surface.

**circuit**

In the next phase of the design I considered both the mechanical and electrical requirements of the transverter. I have found it useful to first decide upon the circuit and power-tube requirements, and then search the literature for commerical transformers that will do the best possible job. Since I wanted the design to be as close to the state-of-the-art as possible, I decided on printed-circuit construction; solid-state would be used where feasible.

A recent article by K2ISP\(^1\) described printed-circuit transmitting mixers for both six and two meters. Local experience with the two-meter unit suggested similar possibilities for the six-meter mixer. K2ISP’s mixer features a conventional 6U8 buffer/amplifier that feeds a push-pull 5763 mixer/driver stage; the low-frequency ssb signal is injected at the cathodes of the 5763s. Although the original circuit was designed for a 43-MHz local oscillator and 7-MHz ssb, it seemed reasonably easy to convert to the more popular 36-MHz local oscillator, 14-MHz ssb system (fig. 1).

The printed-circuit board used in the K2ISP transverter, shown in fig. 3, can be used in the TR-50 without modifica-

---

\(^1\) K2ISP: A call sign typically used in radio communication.
C1 32-pF variable (E. F. Johnson 160-110)

C2 10-pF butterfly (E. F. Johnson 160-211)

C3 7 - 45 pF ceramic trimmer

L1 12 turns no. 24, close wound on 1/4" slug-tuned form

L2 12 turns no. 20, air wound, 1/4" diameter, 1/2" long

L3, L4 7 turns no. 20, air wound, 1/2" diameter, 9/32" long

L5 4 turns no. 20, air wound, 1/2" diameter, 5/32" long

RFC Ohmite Z-50

Xtal 36-MHz third overtone

fig. 1. Six-meter transmitting mixer uses 14-MHz ssb input.

...although a few component values must be changed to accommodate the new mixing frequencies. The oscillator and buffer coils were re-designed to cover 36 MHz, and the input toroid was wound for 14-MHz injection.

After all the components were mounted on the printed-circuit board, the unit was tested on the bench. Using a TR-3 for injection, through a 10-dB pad, the transmitting mixer worked well into a 50-ohm load. A Heath Monitorscope indicated good quality ssb. Power output was calculated to be slightly more than 1.5 watts — more than enough to drive a power amplifier stage.

**power amplifier**

The available chassis space dictated a power tube that would combine ef-
Fig. 2. Toroid transformer for 14-MHz input. Core is Ferroxcube 4C4 3/8" OD, 3/16" ID, 1/8" thick. Winding N1 is 3 turns no. 24 enameled. Winding N2 and N3 are each 5 turns no. 29 enameled. Windings N2 and N3 must be wound in same direction. Primary and Secondary winding should use full circumference of the core.

Fig. 3. Full-size printed-circuit board for the transmitting mixer.

The 4X150/4CX250B power tetrodes offer a power-output-to-size ratio that seemed ideal for this application. These tubes require forced-air cooling, but commercial squirrel-cage blowers are available in small sizes and at low cost. A schematic of the six-meter power amplifier is shown in fig. 4.

Rough sketches indicated that the pi-network coil, variable capacitors, plate choke and bypasses would easily fit into a 3x4x5-inch aluminum utility box. This made a suitable rf compartment which would fit into the vertical space between the cabinet and the top of the chassis.

The grid compartment box was made from 0.047-inch steel and mounted upside down under the chassis. By mounting this box against the back edge of the chassis, and including a rubber-gasketed cover, a plenum chamber was created. Cooling air is provided by a Dayton 21-cfm blower mounted to the chassis and sealed with rubber gaskets. A 1½-inch diameter hole through the back of the chassis and the grid compartment provides for air flow.

All power and filament connections are fed to the grid compartment through .001 µF feedthrough capacitors. Coupling
from the mixer output link is fed to the 4CX250B grid through a ceramic feed-through connector. I believe this setup provides the input-output isolation which resulted in an exceptionally stable power

generated power for the miniature coaxial relay and 15-volt zener-regulated receiving-converter power supply.* Power supply circuits are shown in figs. 9, 10 and 11.

*Shortly after completing this project, I uncovered a small bonanza. Jim Reeves, WASHKE, 2207 Columbus Avenue, Anderson, Indiana purchased the closing stock of an electronics manufacturer, and included in this stock were a number of multiple-winding power transformers yielding 1100 to 1200 volts, 300 volts, 130 volts, 6.3 volts and 5 volts. The price is $12 each. These transformers are ideal for transverter projects such as the TR-50; I bought several for future projects.

Power-amplifier compartment. The 4CX250B is mounted to the rear of the compartment. Tube clamp is a stainless-steel heater-hose clamp.
switching and controls

Since the power output of the TR-3 is much higher than that needed for the 5763 mixer circuit, it must be attenuated. The 10-dB pad shown in fig. 5 is somewhat over-designed, since the resistors specified will permit 220 watts dissipation. It is built into a 3x4x5-inch minibox and connected to the transverter input with short length of RG-58/U coaxial cable.

The switching relays consist of one three-pole, double-throw unit (K3), a standard Dow-Key antenna changeover relay (K1), and a miniature surplus coaxial relay (K2). K3 is the main control relay and is actuated by extra contacts in the ssb exciter (fig. 6); it actuates K1 and K2, and grounds the two bias lines. One multiple-pole relay would probably do the job, but these three relays were already in my junkbox.

metering

The meter circuits were designed with two factors in mind: low cost and easy-to-calculate meter shunts for the scales I wanted. By using low-cost imported meters in series with 1000-ohm resistors, all shunts are multiples or submultiples of 10 ohms. For example, with a 1-ohm shunt, this system will read 1 ampere full scale: for 500-mA full scale a 2-ohm shunt is required, and for 100-mA full scale, a 10-ohm shunt.

fig. 5. 10-dB pad must be used to lower output of ssb exciter. 100-ohm resistors consist of six parallel-connected 600-ohm 14-watt resistors (Sprague 459E7015). 70-ohm resistor consists of 7 parallel-connected 700-ohm, 14-watt resistors (Sprague 459E6015).

Bottom view of the TR-50. Bias transformer is mounted in lower left corner. Diodes in upper center are the high-voltage bridge rectifiers. BNC fittings in center are from the miniature coax relay.

The meters are used in the plate and screen circuits of the power-amplifier stage; these are the most critical measurements in 4X150 tetrodes. In addition, the screen-current meter is switched to read relative power output. The scale numbers on the original Micronta* meters were erased and replaced with press-on numbers to indicate the desired ranges.

*Micronta meters are $2.98 from Radio Shack.
fig. 6. Switching and control circuitry. Relay K3 is a multiple-contact unit actuated by TR relay in the exciter. K2 is a miniature coax relay. K1 is a Dow-Key antenna changeover relay.

fig. 7. 50-MHz receiving converter uses high performance mosfet transistors. 2N706 oscillator stage is disconnected at point X when converter is installed in TR-50, and injection obtained from 6U8 oscillator/buffer.

C1, C2 3-20 pF air variable
C3 7-35 pF air variable
D1, D2 1N100 or equivalent
L1 10 turns no. 30 on 1/4" slug-tuned form, tap at 3 turns (J. W. Miller 20A000-2 form)

L2 10 turns no. 26 on 1/4" slug-tuned form (J. W. Miller 20A000-2 form)
L3 24 turns no. 26 on 1/4" slug-tuned form, secondary 3 turns no. 26 (J. W. Miller 20A000-2 form)
L4 9 turns no. 26 on 1/4" slug-tuned form (J. W. Miller 20A000-2 form)
RFC 18 µH (J. W. Miller 9310-42)
receiving converter

The receiver converter is based on a design by WB2EGZ originally published in *Ham Radio*. The modified converter in the TR-50 uses a high-gain single-gate 3N128 mosfet as an rf amplifier; the mixer is a dual-gate 3N141 mosfet. To provide full transceive ability, oscillator injection is taken from the transmitting mixer. This circuit exhibits an excellent noise figure, and has high resistance to cross modulation.

I had originally planned to build the receiving converter into a commercial cast-aluminum box. However, there was not enough space between the top of the chassis and the final-amplifier tuning shafts to accommodate the commercial box. The box I finally used was made from double-sided printed-circuit board. The top and sides of the box were fixed in a holding jig and joined by solder fillets on all interior seams. This chassis is mounted next to the transmitting mixer board for direct capacitance coupling to the output of the 36-MHz oscillator/buffer.

Placing of components in the receiving converter is not critical with the exception of the interstage shield in the 3N128 rf amplifier. The transistor socket should be mounted so the shield can be soldered across the width of the box, isolating the input to a small compartment on one end of the chassis. Ceramic feedthrough connectors are used for oscillator injection and i-f output. A BNC coaxial connector is used at the input.

The converter circuit shown in fig. 7 has a 36-MHz oscillator stage that was included so the converter could be bench tested before putting it into the TR-50. When the receiving converter is installed in the transverter, the oscillator injection line is disconnected from the 20-pF capacitor and connected to the output of the transmitting-mixer buffer. The built-
in receiving-converter oscillator stage is left on the board for future troubleshooting and maintenance.

**Alignment and Test**

After all the wiring and assembly were completed, the unit was given a good shaking out and cleaning to remove all the bits of wire that had become lodged in the crevices. Next, I carefully inspected all the tube sockets, tie points and cable terminations for miswiring, shorts and unsoldered joints. This is time well spent, and it pays to do some careful circuit tracing. Do not short change yourself – a simple wiring mistake can become very costly when the power is turned on.

Before applying power for the first time, remove all the tubes from their sockets. Then turn on the power and measure the voltages. The voltages will tend to be on the high side, but will confirm that connections have been made to the right places.

Test the transmitting mixer first. Connect the output of the exciter through the pad to the mixer. Plug the mixer tubes in, along with the 082 regulators and relay keying circuit. Adjust all tuned circuits to the correct frequency with a grid-dip meter. Temporarily connect a 51-ohm, 2-watt resistor from the output link of the mixer to ground; do not install the 4X150 yet.

Tune the ssb exciter for normal output, and using the grid-dipper as a wave-meter, adjust the 6U8 tuned circuits for maximum output to the 5763. Adjust the 5763 tuned circuits for maximum indication at 50 MHz. Be careful not to exceed the tune-up limitations of the exciter.

Turn off the exciter, disconnect power, discharge all the filter capacitors and install the 4X150. Remove the 51-ohm resistor from the mixer output. Connect a 50-ohm non-inductive load to the output of the power amplifier. Apply power and allow a normal warm-up period. Turn the exciter gain control down, key the exciter and adjust the bias on the 4X150 for resting current of 50 mA.

Now turn up the exciter gain control and resonate the final. With 1400 volts on the plate, I could load my unit to 200 mA plate current; screen current was 30 mA. This corresponds to 280 watts dc input – power output, measured with a Bird thru-line wattmeter, was 178 watts, representing 64% efficiency.

Although I have not experienced any
instability in my unit, if you should run into this problem, conventional stub neutralization should cure it.

Alignment of the receiving converter is simple and straightforward. Since the mosfets are high-impedance devices, the resonant circuits can be dipped before the transistors are put in their sockets. When the converter is installed in the TR-50, only slight touchup is required to peak all the tuned circuits for maximum output.

![Diagram]

fig. 12. Rear panel layout of the TR-50.

painting

After all the checks and tests were completed and the transverter was fully checked out on the air, the front panel was removed. The steel panel was sanded with fine sand paper using only horizontal strokes, followed by a thorough cleaning with a degreasing solvent. Rust-O-Leum Dove Gray and Equipment Gray enamel were chosen as the closest match to the Drake TR-3 panel colors. A 3/16-inch wide piece of masking tape on the bare steel divided the panel into vertical halves. Each half was alternately masked while the other half was sprayed. Repetitive light coats of paint are preferred over one heavy coat.

Each color was baked for 30 minutes in the hot-air plenum chamber of a forced hot-air home furnace. After each half of the panel was baked, the 3/16-inch masking strip was carefully removed, leaving a bright steel dividing line that matches the decorative strip on the TR-3.

For lettering on the front panel I used Prestype transfers — black letters on the light gray upper half, and white lettering on the lower dark-gray half. Three coats of clear acrylic lacquer spray, baked for 30 minutes, protect the lettering.

The elevation legs for the TR-50 were made from 1-inch dowel rod, capped with rubber crutch tips.

conclusion

The original design was recently modified when I acquired a 4X250R from a friend. The 4X150 was replaced, and the bias readjusted for 125 mA idling current. No other modifications were necessary. An immediate increase of 20 watts was noted in output power. This tube, although expensive, is designed specifically for class-AB linear service, and the increase in power and efficiency was well worthwhile.

The pleasure I have derived from designing and building the TR-50 has been multiplied many times by the excellent on-the-air reports I have received. The excellent results have spurred me to begin another project — a TR-144 using K2ISP’s printed-circuit two-meter mixer.

I would like to express my thanks to Dick McGinn, WA1IMS, for providing the excellent photographs of the TR-50.

references

The latest word in Heathkit® receivers: “Solid-State”

The “303”... a new performance standard for receivers. The renowned Heathkit “300” & “301” are a tough act to follow because of their obvious performance superiority and value. But the Hams at Heath have come up with the last word again in the new solid-state SB-303, already a standard-setter for the industry.

Advanced solid-state design using 27 silicon transistors & 1 IC delivers instant warmup, 100 Hz stability in 10 minutes and better LMO linearity. The exclusive Heath factory assembled solid-state LMO with 1 kHz readout gives the smooth, linear tuning that the SB-series is famous for. A dual-gate MOSFET front end provides greater dynamic range and large signal handling capability with low distortion.

Features built-in, not added on... no costly options in this rig. Compare the “303”: full transceive capability with the “400” or “401”...3-position AGC...25 kHz calibration...antenna & power connection for two VHF converters...15 MHz WWV reception. Check the specs: 2.1 kHz selectivity...less than 0.25 uV sensitivity...60 dB image rejection.

Send for a free spec sheet, then order your “303”...and learn what hundreds of owners call their new “303”: the hottest one yet from the Hams at Heath.

Kit SB-303, 19 lbs. .................$319.95*
SBA-301-1, optional 3.75 kHz AM Xtal filter $20.95*
SBA-301-2, optional 400 Hz CW Xtal filter...$21.95*

SB-303 SPECIFICATIONS - Frequency Range: (MHz) - 3.5 to 4.0, 7.0 to 7.3, 14.0 to 14.5, 15.0 to 15.3, 21.0 to 21.5, 28.0 to 30. Intermediate Frequency: (IF) - 3.395 MHz. Frequency Stability: Less than 100 Hz drift per hour after 10 minutes warmup under normal ambient conditions. Less than 100 Hz drift for ±10% line voltage variation. Frequency Selection: Built-in Linear Master Oscillator. Modes of Operation: SSB - Single sideband (suppressed carrier, with selectable upper or lower sideband). CW - Keyed continuous wave. AM - Amplitude modulated continuous wave. RTTY - Radio teletype (frequency-shift keyed continuous wave). Sensitivity: Less than 0.25 uV for 10 dB S+N/N for SSB operation. Overall Gain: Less than 1.5 uV input for 0.5 audio output (single tone SSB). AGC Characteristics: Blocking - Greater than 3.0 V CW/SSB/RTTY. Dynamic Range - Greater than 150 dB CW/SSB. RF Attenuator: Variable 0-40 dB nominal. Selectivity - SSB: 2.1 kHz @ 6 dB down, 50 kHz maximum @ 60 dB down (crystal filter supplied). CW - 400 Hz at 6 dB down, 2.0 kHz maximum @ 60 dB down (crystal filter available as an accessory). AM: 3.75 kHz @ 6 dB down, 10 kHz maximum @ 60 dB down (crystal filter available as an accessory). RTTY: 2.1 kHz @ 6 dB down, 5.0 kHz maximum @ 60 dB down (uses SSB crystal filter). Image Rejection: 60 dB or better. IF Rejection: 3.395 - greater than 55 dB, 8.595 - greater than 50 dB. Spurious Response: All below 1 uV equivalent signal input. Temperature Range: 10°C ambient. Dial Accuracy: Electrical - Within 100 Hz after calibration at nearest 100 kHz or 25 kHz point. Visual - Within 200 Hz. Calibration: Every 100 kHz or 25 kHz. Dial Backlash: No more than 50 Hz. Antenna Input Impedance: 50 ohm nominal unbalanced. Power Requirements: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 VAC, 40 W max. Dimensions (with knobs & feet installed): 12 1/4” W x 7 1/2” H x 13 1/2” D. Net Weight: 15 lb.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 22-3  a Schlumberger company
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

[Check-off options]

Heathkit® SB-303... $319.95*
This integrated-circuit RTTY reversal generator produces an RYRYRY signal for testing teleprinters.

Teleprinter range adjustments and other performance checks are usually made while the machine is printing the standard RY test signal. R signals select even mark and odd space pulses, then Y signals reverse everything and select even space and odd mark. The result is a maximum amount of slipping and sliding of adjacent parts within the machine, and conditions which are likely to cause misprint are readily observed.

Bias and distortion measurements are ordinarily taken during reception of reversal square-waves or continuous space-bar signals. Reversal signals alternately open and close the machine loop, simulating a succession of mark and space pulses. Space-bar signals perform the same job if a keyboard of known quality is available. Use of the reversal square-wave or keyboard space-bar signal to a questionable RTTY transmission unit promptly turns up any bias distortion – as evidenced by alteration of the
pulse duty cycle. This is the electronic counterpart of the mechanical slipping and sliding check.

Here's a low-cost reversal generator which also sends repetitive, zero-bias, RYRYRY test signals to the printer or transmitter loop. An electronic clutch is included, making the unit a self-contained solid-state transmitter-distributor. A clutch keyer circuit may be added later if desired. This enables the generator to send "...RY (pause) RY (pause) RY...;" leaving both hands free for stubborn machine adjustments. A multipurpose RTTY bias and loop test meter will also be described.

In order to be useful in distortion tests, reversal square-wave pulses must be of accurate length, with reasonably fast rise and fall times, and of especially accurate duty cycle. The square-wave works out to be 22.5 Hertz for the 45.5 baud (60 wpm) standard system. Mark and space pulses are of equal duration, so the duty cycle is exactly 50 percent.

**theory of operation**

Consider a defective demodulator or terminal unit which changes the duty cycle by lengthening the mark pulses and shortening the space pulses. The demodulator is said to cause "marking bias" and it degrades system performance according to the severity of the condition. This kind of distortion (fig. 1) may be one reason why two teleprinters are unable to communicate through a radio system, while both print fine on local loops. The effects of bias distortion may be additive.

Quantitative bias measurements are expressed as percentages. Distortion which lengthens a 22-millisecond mark pulse by 11 milliseconds is described as 50% marking bias.

The RY generator takes advantage of a compatibility scheme to develop a signal which prints RY while maintaining the perfect 50% duty cycle of the reversal square-wave. As such, this generator can be a very useful standard for RTTY system tests.

Fig. 2A shows the waveform of a Teletype Corporation model-14 distributor sending RY at the usual 61.3 words per minute. Fig. 2B shows the waveform of a surplus Western Union distributor sending RY at the compatible speed of 65 words per minute. Both machines are usable in the amateur bands, but 65 wpm is right at the upper speed tolerance limit set by FCC.

Note that the only difference between the two signals is the duration of the stop pulses. The Western Union machine sends a shorter (22 millisecond) stop pulse. The two machines operate compatibly because the selecting pulses are all the same length, i.e. both units use a 45.5 baud code.

Even with the shorter stop pulse, synchronization is assured. The nominal (420 rpm) receiving shaft speed of the Teletype machine is still faster than the
(390 rpm) transmitting shaft speed of the Western Union machine.

The Western Union RY signal in fig. 2B may be used as a reversal signal, because each mark has a space counter-

from the ic logic. The remainder of the circuit is used to invert two out of every fourteen square-wave pulses to form the RY test signal.

Flip-flops A, B, C and D form a

part of equal duration. The duty cycle is exactly 50 percent.

circuit

The circuit of fig. 3 generates the RY waveform of fig. 2B. Gates E and F of the MC824P quadruple-two-input gate are connected as an astable multivibrator. The negative slopes of the multivibrator output trigger flip-flop A (MC890P) to form a perfect square-wave. Gate H is used as a buffer to drive the base of the Motorola MJ421 transistor with the square wave. The MJ421 is rated at 350 volts Vcb and makes an excellent loop driver. Diode D4 is for inductive transient suppression. Resistor R6 (not shown on the photo) was added to decouple transients

scale-of-sixteen counter. Feedback capacitor C4 inverts one pulse by causing count 2 to be skipped. This occurs during the decay of the positive pulse fed through the capacitor from flip-flop D, which retriggers A and causes an immediate advance to count 3. Gate G inverts the other pulse by presetting count 15 to count zero. In other words, count 15 is also skipped. The truth table of fig. 4 summarizes generator operation.

When S1 is closed, the circuit advances to the mark pulse of count 14. Gate G recognizes this count because all inputs are zero. The output of gate G goes positive and presets flip-flop A to mark. The circuit holds the mark as long as S1 remains closed, because the preset line

fig. 3 Solid-state RY generator. Diodes D1, D2 and D3 are germanium computer types. Silicon diodes may be used with higher supply voltage (3.5 to 4.5 volts). Resistor R4 is a Mallory MTC1414.
will not allow flip-flop A to toggle. This provides the clutch action for the generator.

When S1 is opened, the positive voltage at R5 (from A1) pulls down the output of gate G and removes the preset condition from the first flip-flop. The next trigger from the multivibrator momentarily advances the circuit to count 15. Then the positive voltage disappears from R5, causing the output of gate G to rise. The positive output from gate G rapidly reactivates the preset line and forces the circuit on to count zero. Gate G has no further influence until count 15 is reached again, (or count 14 if S1 gets closed). Capacitor C3 adds a delay of 0.5 microsecond to ensure that the preset pulse is of sufficient duration to do its job.

The overall effect is that only complete RYs are sent. The circuit action is always stopped in the proper state to begin another RY. If S1 is opened, then closed, a single RY will be sent. If S1 is opened, and remains open, a continuous train of RYs is sent. If S1 is eventually closed, the unit finishes its last RY, then stops ready to send another.

**Construction**

Construction of the RY-reversal generator is simplified by the full-size etched-circuit layout of fig. 5. Component locations are given in fig. 6. This is a compact board, and every caution must be taken to avoid solder bridges and excessive heat. It is recommended that all hole locations be dimpled with a sharp scriber, then drilled out to no. 60 holes. Enlarge the pot mounting holes to no. 40 and 50, as required. Brighten the copper with steel wool or SOS pad just prior to soldering. Surplus flatpack ics worked fine on
the original breadboard, but layout clearances were bothersome. This board uses popular plastic dual-inline RTL ics. The pattern was designed to match an Amphenol 143-010-01 connector. Three to multivibrator. Use 60-Hz line sweep and set the speed pot for minimal motion of the Lissajous pattern. This will be a slight adjustment! The Lissajous ratio is 22.5 : 60, or 3/8.

four volts at about 75 milliamperes are required to power the unit; two flashlight cells are fine! Ham printer loops are capable of some pretty wild transients. Some may develop spikes as high as 800 volts. Avoid ground loops and long leads common to the loop and board supply. A particularly noisy loop may require an 0.1 μF disc-ceramic capacitor from the board +3V to ground right at the Amphenol connector. This was not required on the original unit. Be sure to observe polarity when connecting the generator into a loop, or it will fail to print. No damage should result from a reverse connection.

adjustment

Only one adjustment is necessary. Open S1 and set the speed control (R4) for an approximate 22.5 Hz square-wave at the output of the multivibrator. The printer will start typing RYRY as the proper frequency is approached. Then, for precise adjustment, connect an oscilloscope probe to the output of the

Other speeds may be set on the pot for local machine tests, but it is wise to observe the FCC limits of 55-65 wpm for on-the-air tests.

There is a certain comfort in having nice, clean zero-bias RYs available at the flick of a switch. Automatic carriage-return shows its worth with this unit slamming out continuous RYs.
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Open S1 and set the speed control (R4) for an approximate 22.5 Hz square-wave at the output of the multivibrator. The printer will start typing RYRY as the proper frequency is approached. Then, for precise adjustment, connect an oscilloscope probe to the output of the

Other speeds may be set on the pot for local machine tests, but it is wise to observe the FCC limits of 55-65 wpm for on-the-air tests.

There is a certain comfort in having nice, clean zero-bias RYs available at the flick of a switch. Automatic carriage-return shows its worth with this unit slamming out continuous RYs.

fig. 6. Component placement on the printed-circuit board.

fig. 7. Clutch-keyer circuit.
The clutch keyer of fig. 7 was an afterthought. Note that the RY generator's clutch-control line is grounded through the diode and 330-ohm resistor. The ground inhibits generator operation. Every few seconds the neon relaxation oscillator fires and momentarily reverse-biases the diode, which effectively removes the ground from the clutch. As a result, one single RY is sent at a time — every two seconds. R7 is about 2.2 meg for each 100 volts of loop supply.

**measuring distortion**

A common scheme for measuring bias distortion is as follows. First, close the loop (steady mark) and measure the loop current. Then apply reversal signals to the unit under evaluation, and again measure loop current. Since the reversal signal is half mark and half space, the meter will flutter slightly — but its average indication should be exactly half of the closed loop reading. This corresponds to zero bias, and any variation indicates the presence of gremlins. This seems to be a popular method because just about any loop milliammeter is suitable for the test. But there is a pitfall.

The regulation of the loop supply may influence the bias reading. This difficulty waveform through a resistive load. With this condition, the meter errantly indicated a duty cycle change. The triangular "droop" portion of the signal above the steady-mark (60 mA) value appeared as marking bias. In this particular case, adjustment of a slicer or polar relay to reduce the apparent bias would have introduced about 8% distortion.

The situation worsens as inductive loads are switched into the loop. **Fig. 9** shows the effect of switching in a model-26 selector magnet.

A better bias measuring scheme is given in **fig. 10**. The zener diode clips at 5 volts and standardizes the mark pulses. Now the meter shows true duty cycle, and the reading is not appreciably affected by poor regulation, loop transients, loop resistance or supply voltage.

**fig. 10. Bias meter measures true duty cycle.**

---

**fig. 8. Poor regulation of loop current into resistive load. Droop above 60-mA value looks like marking bias to milliammeter. (Vertical scale, 20 mA per division; horizontal scale, 10 msec per division.)**

**fig. 9. Inductive transients from selector magnet may also fool the bias milliammeter. (Vertical scale, 20 mA per division; horizontal scale, 10 msec per division.)**

---

clutch keyer

The clutch keyer of fig. 7 was an afterthought. Note that the RY generator's clutch-control line is grounded...
The pot is set once and for all at full scale for the Western Union machine. Potentiometer R8 translates a compromise duty cycle of 33% to center scale on the multimeter for bias-distortion measurements where no reversal generator is available. If the distributor is known to be free of bias, simply send successive keyboard-space signals at full speed. Read the bias at the printing end for an overall check.

For calibration: Set R7 to full scale on steady mark. Then set R8 to 66% of the resistance or R7. As an alternative, R8 may be set to zero bias on a good, synchronous transmitter-distributor. When R7 is in the circuit, the meter reads bias from reversal signals. When R8 is in the circuit, the meter reads bias from keyboard-spaces.
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tabulated characteristics
of vacuum-tube
and transistor
amplifiers

Although there are many active devices that are used for generating or amplifying af and rf signals, only two, vacuum tubes and transistors, are of great interest to radio amateurs. These two can be split into many sub-categories. However, only the conventional vacuum tube in the common-cathode configuration and the bipolar transistor in the common-emitter configuration will be considered in this article.

Transistors are finding great favor among both manufacturers and amateurs for use in receivers and low-level stages of transmitters. The vacuum-tube amplifier, however, still ranks as the best choice for moderate and high-power stages in radio transmitters.

Intelligent use of either device requires that the user have a clear concept of the device's capabilities, especially the limitations of these capabilities. Then, too, the FCC likes to ask rather searching questions concerning both vacuum tubes and transistors in its amateur license examinations. With the upsurge of interest in qualifying for higher-grade licenses, these active devices are having a new and inquiring look taken at their characteristics and capabilities.

Many books and magazine articles have been published on the characteristics and applications of vacuum tubes; almost as many have been written on transistors. Most of these are very good for the study of a particular aspect of the subject. A tabulation of the relative characteristics of the three major classes (A, B, and C) of amplifier operation has not had the emphasis that interest demands. This aspect must be understood clearly if an amateur is to make knowledgeable use of such amplifiers, whether in equipment of his own design or in the correct adjustment of manufactured equipment.

This article is written to provide a simple but complete comparison of the operating characteristics of class-A, class-B, and class-C amplifiers, listed under one heading for vacuum tube amplifiers and under another for bipolar transistors. Class AB1 and class AB2 operation may be interpolated between class A and class B.

This tabulation makes no pretense of being an in-depth exposition of the behavior of vacuum-tube amplifiers, and most certainly, not of transistor amplifiers. The facts, however, concisely state the more important factors that determine the use to which we put such amplifiers, and how we operate them in those applications.

Class-A Operation

Distinguishing property  Ability to amplify signals without distortion.

Desired effect  To have the waveform of the output signal be identical, except for amplitude, to the waveform of the input signal.

Method  Quiescent grid-bias voltage is set to establish the operating point midway on the straight portion of the $E_C I_B$ characteristic curve.

Grid signal voltage is limited so it never goes beyond the straight portion of the $E_C I_B$ characteristic curve in either the negative- or positive-going extremes of signal voltage.

For triode vacuum tubes, for maximum undistorted output, the plate load resistance is set at twice the dynamic plate resistance of the tube.

Plate voltage is limited to a value that will ensure the tube's rated plate dissipation will not be exceeded.

Distinguishing characteristics  Voltage gain is very high

Power gain is very high

Grid drive power requirement is extremely low

Plate current, as measured with a dc meter with signal present, remains constant

Plate current flows $360^\circ$ during an input signal cycle

Input impedance is very high

Output impedance is not critical; however, distortion increases more for too-low than for too-high mismatch

No grid current flows

Grid-bias voltage source does not have to have low impedance or good voltage regulation

Plate voltage source does not need to have good voltage regulation

The stage may be used either single-ended or push-pull for either af or rf signals

Stage can not be used as a frequency multiplier

Oscillators can be forced, by limitation of grid swing, to operate in this class

Efficiency is approximately 20%
Class-B Operation

**Distinguishing property**

Ability to amplify amplitude-modulated signals without distortion of the modulation characteristics.

**Desired effect**

To have the output signal power vary as the square of the input signal voltage.

**Method**

Quiescent grid-bias voltage is set to establish the operating point just short of the cut-off point on the $E_{c1b}$ characteristic curve.

Grid signal voltage may be great enough to drive the grid into the positive region. The less it is driven into the positive region, the lower will be the distortion of the output signal.

Plate load resistance is adjusted to the value required to attain the desired effect. Normally, it is adjusted for very heavy plate current loading.

Plate voltage is limited to a value that will ensure the tube’s rated plate dissipation not being exceeded even when the plate current is set high to attain the desired effect.

Vacuum tube is selected to have ample cathode emission to meet heavy peak current demands.

**Distinguishing characteristics**

- Voltage gain is moderate
- Power gain is moderate

Plate current, as measured with a dc meter with signal present, may vary in relation with signal voltage amplitude. This is the condition when amplifying af or ssb rf signals. When amplifying a-m (double sideband with carrier), fm, or key-down cw signals, the plate current remains constant.

Plate current flows for approximately $180^\circ$ during an input signal cycle.

Input impedance varies from high, when the grid is not excited into the positive region, to low, when the grid is driven into conduction.

Output load impedance is quite critical, as its optimum adjustment is an important factor in achieving the desired effects.

Grid current may flow; when it flows, it varies in the same manner as does the plate current.

Grid-bias voltage source needs low internal impedance and good voltage regulation.

Plate voltage source needs good voltage regulation.

Stage makes a moderately good frequency multiplier.

Stage must have push-pull configuration for af use but may be either single-ended or push-pull for rf.

Oscillators can be forced to operate in this class.

Efficiency is approximately 30% to 33% for steady-state rf (double sideband with carrier, fm, or key-down cw) and may go as high as 66% for af or ssb rf.
Class-C Operation

**Distinguishing property**  
Ability to respond linearly to amplitude modulation of the plate circuit

**Desired effect**  
To have the plate current vary directly with the plate voltage. (The plate current, for example, will double when the plate voltage is doubled)

**Method**  
Quiescent grid voltage is set to establish the operating point at approximately two-and-one-half times the negative potential required to cut off plate current flow. A portion of this voltage may come from a fixed source; part, however, must come from the IR drop across a grid resistor.

Grid signal voltage must be great enough to drive the grid far into the positive region, preferably into saturation.

Plate load resistance is not critical; it usually is set by complying with the requirement for moderate plate loading.

The vacuum tube is selected to have ample cathode emission to meet heavy peak current demands.

Plate voltage is limited to a value that will hold the plate dissipation to well within its rated capabilities, preferably to not over 60% of the rate capability; also, the plate voltage must not exceed one-half the flash-over voltage rating for the tube.

**Distinguishing characteristics**  
Voltage gain is very low.

Power gain is low, averaging about 10.

Grid drive power requirement is high.

Plate current, as measured with a dc meter under modulation conditions, remains constant.

Plate current flows between 60° and 90°, depending on bias and drive, during an input signal cycle.

Input impedance is low.

Output impedance is not critical; generally it is established by the requirement that the plate current should not exceed about 60% of the tube's rated capability.

Heavy grid current flows.

Grid-bias voltage source does not need good voltage regulation.

Plate voltage source needs good voltage regulation.

Efficiency is approximately 65% to 75%.

The stage may be used in either single-ended or push-pull configuration.

The stage makes an excellent frequency multiplier.

Oscillators normally operate in this class.
### Table 2. Characteristics of bipolar transistor amplifiers.

#### Class-A Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distinguishing property</th>
<th>Ability to amplify signals without distortion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desired effect</td>
<td>To have the waveform of the output signal to be identical, except for amplitude, to the waveform of the input signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Quiescent base current is set to establish the operating point midway between the cut-off and saturation points on the ac loadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base signal voltage is limited to produce equal variations of collector current for both positive- and negative-going excursions of base-emitter signal voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Load resistance is made equal to the value of the collector-emitter voltage divided by the collector current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collector-emitter voltage is limited to a value that will not permit the transistor's dissipation to exceed the rated power under any condition of signal voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinguishing characteristics</td>
<td>Voltage gain is very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power gain is high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base-emitter drive power is moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collector current, as measured with a dc meter with signal present, remains constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collector current flows 360° during an input signal cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Input impedance is quite low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output impedance is not critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Base-emitter current flows 360° during an input signal cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collector voltage source does not need good voltage regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The stage may be used either single-ended or push-pull for either af or rf signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The stage cannot be used as a frequency multiplier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oscillators can be forced, by limitation of base-emitter voltage swing, to operate in this class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Efficiency is low, running from 20% to 30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Class-B Operation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distinguishing property</th>
<th>Ability to amplify amplitude-modulated signals without distortion of the modulation characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Desired effect**

To have the output power vary as the square of the input signal voltage

**Method**

Quiescent base-emitter current is set to establish the operating point just short of collector current cutoff

For rf linear-amplifier service, a transistor is selected to have:

1. A flat beta curve
2. Multiple emitters, each with an integral bias resistor
3. High second-breakdown characteristic
4. Power dissipation at least twice the power at which it will be operated

For rf linear-amplifier service, the peak collector current swing is limited to only 30% of the rated maximum current

Collector load resistance is adjusted to the value required to attain linearity; normally, it is adjusted for very heavy collector current loading

**Distinguishing characteristics**

Voltage gain is moderate

Power gain is moderate

Collector current, as measured with a dc meter with signal present, may vary with signal voltage amplitude

Collector current flows for approximately 180° during the input signal cycle

Input impedance is low

Output impedance is quite critical, as its optimum adjustment is an important factor in achieving the desired results

Base-emitter current will flow during slightly over 180° of the input signal cycle

Base-bias source must have low internal resistance

Collector voltage source must have good voltage regulation

The stage makes a good frequency multiplier

The stage must have push-pull configuration for af use but may be either push-pull or single-ended for rf use

Oscillators can be forced to operate in this class

Efficiency varies from 30% to 66%

**March 1971**
**Class-C Operation**

### Distinguishing property

Ability to respond linearly to amplitude modulation of the collector circuit

### Desired effect

To have the collector current vary directly with the collector voltage. (The collector current, for example, will double when the collector voltage is doubled)

### Method

Quiescent base-emitter current is zero; the base-emitter voltage is biased so that a small signal voltage is required to cause base-emitter (and collector-emitter) current to flow

Input signal voltage must be great enough to drive the transistor to collector saturation. Because of the decreasing efficiency of a transistor under high excitation, the input signal also must be amplitude modulated. This serves two purposes: it supplies the extra peak excitation to keep the output power up during upward modulation peaks, and decreases the excitation to lessen feed-through during downward modulation swings

Collector load resistance is not critical

Collector voltage must be limited to not over one-half, and preferably not over one-fourth, the rated maximum voltage

### Distinguishing characteristics

**Voltage gain** is very low

Power gain is low, from 3 to 10 dB

Base-emitter drive power is quite high

Collector current, as measured with a dc meter under voice modulation conditions, remains constant

Collector current flows between 90° and 160°, depending upon base bias and drive, during an input signal cycle

Input impedance is very, very low

Base-emitter current is high under signal conditions

Base-bias source does not need good regulation

Collector voltage source requires good regulation

Efficiency is approximately 65% to 75%

The stage is useful only in rf service and may be used either single-ended or push-pull

The stage makes an excellent frequency multiplier

Oscillators normally operate in this class
In fact, we defy you to find a better value for your equipment dollar. The R-599, pictured above, boasts features, specifications and styling you won't find in any other receiver. So, whichever is more important—quality or price—the Kenwood R-599 wins hands down. Look at these features...they're standard!  

1. **MODE** — Permits reception of CW, LSB, USB, AM, AM with noise limiter, or FM.  
2. **FUNCTION** — Selects receiver position between: Standby, Monitor signal from T-599, Slow AGC, Fast AGC, 100 KHz or 25 KHz calibrator.  
3. **DIAL** — 1/10 KHz readout, 25 KHz on subdial.  
4. **PRESELECTOR** — Adjusts R-599 for maximum gain on desired receiving frequency by tuning for maximum s-meter reading.  
5. **BAND** — 160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 meters (2 & 6 meters with accessory converters).  
6. **RIT** — Allows off-set tuning of receiver when Kenwood units are operated in transceive configuration.  
7. **SQUELCH** — Allows squelch feature for receiver, turns RIT off by pulling knob out.  
8. **VFO SELECT** — Chooses VFO of either unit in transceive operation or allows each VFO to operate independently.  
9. **SELECTIVITY** — Automatically selects appropriate filter for selected mode or choose 2.5 KHz filter for LSB and USB, 500 Hz filter for CW, 5 KHz filter for AM (and AM with noise limiter), and 25 KHz filter for FM.  

The S-599 speaker $14.50 · CC-29 2 meter converter $29.50 · CC-69 6 meter converter $29.50.  

The Kenwood T-599 hybrid transmitter, the perfect match, offers the same degree of perfection...SSB, AM and CW, all amateur bands 3.5 MHz to 29.7 MHz. Only $345.00.

**ORDER YOURS TODAY...** FROM  
**HENRY RADIO** · 11240 W. Olympic Blvd. · Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 · (213)477-6701  
**Butler 1 Mo. 64730** · (816)679-3127 · (931 N. Euclid) ·  
**Anaheim, Calif. 92801 · (714)772-9200**  
**FRECK RADIO & SUPPLY CO.** · 38 Biltmore Ave. · Asheville, North Carolina 28801 · (704)254-8637  
**HAM RADIO OUTLET** · 999 Howard Ave. · Burlingame, Calif. 94010 · (415)342-5757  
**ELECTRONIC CENTER** · 117 Third Ave. N. ·  
**ANY OF THESE FINE DEALERS:**  
**MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 55401 · (612)338-8461**  
**ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS** · 11324 Fern St. · Wheaton, Md. 20902 · (301)494-2262  
**ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS** · 1960 Peck St. · Muskegon, Mich. 49441 · (616)726-3196  
**MADISON ELECTRONICS SUPPLY** · 1508 McKinney Ave. · Houston, Texas 77002 · (713)224-2668  
**WORLD RADIO** · 3415 W. Broadway · Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501 · (712)328-1851
plain talk
about
repeater problems

Intermodulation
and desensitization
are the two most
serious problems faced
by repeater users —
here is a discussion
of some solutions

There are presently over 300 vhf amateur
repeaters in use in the USA and Canada.
Although a number of articles have been
written on the subject, very little has
been published about some of the prob-
lems. Basically, a repeater receives a signal
on one frequency and transmits it on
another. A carrier-operated relay is nor-
manly used to turn on the transmitter
with an incoming signal. One of the
biggest repeater problems is desensitiza-
tion intermodulation and transmitter
noise in the receiver. With proper design
this problem can be alleviated.

The transmitter interferes with the
receiver in two ways. First, the high signal
power overdrives the grids of the receiver
rf mixer or i-f tubes and causes grid
current to flow. This grid current pro-
duces bias voltages which reduce receiver
gain; this is desensitization. Secondly, the
output of the transmitter consists of a
carrier, sidebands and noise. Since the
noise spreads to either side of the carrier,
a portion of this noise spectrum falls on
the receiver frequency, causing further
receiving problems.

For successful operation, the following
items must be kept in mind when design-
ing a repeater: frequency spacing, an-
tenna separation and transmitter power.
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The more common, less expensive method uses one location (fig. 2B). The antennas are separated vertically or horizontally from each other. Figs. 3 and 4 show relative attenuation using vertical or horizontal separation. Vertical separation provides better isolation and is recommended for repeater operation. The top antenna is normally used for receiving while the lower one is used for transmitting.

**transmit power**

Interference problems increase as the power is increased. Most repeaters operate in the 25 to 50 watt range since mobiles use about the same power outputs. There is no point in running high power unless the mobile and base stations are also high powered. Obviously, a repeater gains little with a transmit range that is much greater than its received range.

**cavity filters**

Cavity filters are excellent devices for reducing interference problems. Loops are used to insert and extract energy from the cavity. The degree of coupling can be controlled by rotating the loops; this
and the transmitter output circuit is any multiple of a half wavelength, the cavity, if not tuned to resonance, will present a short circuit to the transmitter.

To remedy this, cable length should be an odd multiple of a quarter-wavelength. The transmitter will then see a high impedance when the cavity is off resonance, and danger of transmitter damage is much smaller. Cable length B in fig. 6 is not critical.

### bandpass cavities in receivers

Fig. 7 shows a cavity installed between the antenna and receiver. Coaxial cable length is not critical. The frontend selectivity of the receiver is improved by rejection of off-frequency signals that would otherwise desensitize the receiver or cause intermodulation interference. If greater selectivity is required, two or more cavities can be connected in series.

---

determines cavity insertion loss and selectivity. The more selective the cavity, the higher the insertion loss.

When a bandpass cavity is installed in the output of a transmitter it will pass the carrier and sidebands and attenuate nearly all other frequencies. The amount of attenuation depends on the frequency spacing between the undesired frequency and the carrier frequency. A typical bandpass cavity frequency vs attenuation curve is shown in fig. 5, and a typical application is shown in fig. 6.

The cavity presents an impedance of approximately 50 ohms at resonance but the off-resonance impedance of the cavity loop is very low. This makes coaxial cable length (A in fig. 6) very important. If the electrical length between the cavity loop and the transmitter output circuit is any multiple of a half wavelength, the cavity, if not tuned to resonance, will present a short circuit to the transmitter.

To remedy this, cable length should be an odd multiple of a quarter-wavelength. The transmitter will then see a high impedance when the cavity is off resonance, and danger of transmitter damage is much smaller. Cable length B in fig. 6 is not critical.

### checking for interference

1. Switch on the transmitter while receiving a weak signal and watch the limiter current. If it decreases, the receiver is being desensitized. Try additional attenuation in the receiver by adding a cavity.

2. With no signal input, switch on the transmitter. If limiter current increases, transmitter noise is being received. Try additional attenuation in transmitter by adding a cavity.

---

### other items to consider

The coax cables between transmit and receive antennas should never be run together physically. The shielding of RG-8/U, for example, is only about 80%
efficient, and some coupling will result. Also, the transmitter and receiver should be physically separated in the mounting bay. Both units should be well grounded and may require shielding if a problem exists locally and not by the antennas.

Another good method of reducing receiver desensitization was described by W5KPZ. He places a crystal across the antenna coil of the receiver. The crystal is an overtone type that is resonant at the frequency of the interfering signal (fig. 8).

duplexers

A duplexer is used to permit operation of a transmitter and receiver on one antenna. It uses a number of resonant cavities to provide sufficient isolation between units. At close frequency spacings duplexer adjustment is very critical to obtain sufficient isolation. Duplexers for close spacing (0.5 to 1 MHz) commercially cost anywhere from $500 to $1000.

rf interference

Rf interference is occurring more frequently since the frequency spectrum is becoming more and more crowded. Many mountain-top sites have many repeaters located near each other and using the same power levels. As a result many interference problems exist.

Rf interference can be defined as, “rf power which interferes with the reception of the desired signal thus causing reduced intelligibility.” Receiver selectivity is of the utmost importance since an off-frequency signal can enter the front end of a receiver even though it is rejected later by i-f selectivity. A number of problems can occur, including desensitization, intermodulation and receiver spurious response. Most commercial manufacturers use high-Q rf filters to obtain better rf selectivity.

intermodulation

Intermodulation products (IM) are generated when two or more frequencies are mixed. They can occur in the transmitter, usually in the power amplifier stage, or in the receiver, usually at the first converter. IM products can be reduced by using bandpass or band-reject cavity filters that are tuned to the interfering signal.

Table 1 shows the new frequencies which can be produced by intermodulation. The third- and fifth-order products are the ones most likely to cause trouble. And, when a number of transmitters are located in the same general location, the IM problem becomes very difficult and complex.

spurious responses

Spurious receiver responses fall into three general categories, i-f response, local-oscillator spurious response and image response.

1. I-f response results when interference at the i-f frequency enters the receiver.

2. Local oscillator spurious response occurs when an off-frequency signal enters the receiver and mixes with a harmonic of the local oscillator to produce an i-f frequency.
3. Image response; the image is twice the i-f frequency plus or minus the desired signal (depending on whether the local oscillator is above or below the incoming signal).

spurious radiation

Transmitters can cause interference to nearby receivers even if it is within the FCC or DOT requirements of 60 or 70 dB down. Interference can come from several sources, including the spurious of a transmitter crystal oscillator, second and third harmonics of the operating frequency, or from the 150-MHz energy in the tripler stage of a 450-MHz transmitter.

intermodulation tests

transmitters If a receiver is interfered with when two transmitters are on the air, place a pad between one of the transmitters and the antenna. If the interference level decreases by twice the dB value of the pad, the undesirable frequency mix is taking place in the transmitter with the pad. This is because the signal from the second transmitter is attenuated on entering the first transmitter, and the intermodulation products are attenuated on the way out. If the intermodulation is taking place in the transmitter without the pad, the interfering signal will be reduced only by the dB value of the attenuator.

receivers If intermodulation is suspected in a receiver, install an attenuation pad in the receiver antenna circuit. For each dB of attenuation in the pad, 3rd order products will be reduced by 3 dB, and fifth-order products by 5 dB. If the interfering signal is generated outside the receiver it will be reduced by the value of the pad.

references

2. R. C. Trott, "Considerations in the Use of Cavities and Duplexers," Decibel Products, Inc., Dallas, Texas.
the cordover audio-oscillator module

Introducing a completely assembled circuit board that has many amateur applications — for less than a dollar!

The circuit shown in fig. 1 is undoubtedly one of the best bargains available when one considers the many uses to which it can be adapted.

Known as the Cordover module,* the circuit is designed as an audio oscillator. A pnp low-power audio driver is coupled to an npn 5-watt output stage. The only other parts of the complete module are a 33k resistor and a .02 µF capacitor. As no heat sink is provided, full power can’t be obtained without ruining the output transistor. An advantage (or disadvantage, depending on how you look at it) is that the module is designed to work directly into the voice coil of any speaker from 3 to 16 ohms without a matching transformer. Only 3 volts (two size D cells) are needed for efficient operation. Terminals are provided for an on/off switch or key. The circuit will switch with a bug set at its fastest speed.

Audio output is sufficient for most applications; but if greater output is desired, 6 volts may be used at considerably greater battery drain and consequent shorter battery life. I measured the current at 3 volts, and it varies between 50-60 mA over the whole audio range of oscillation. Dc input measures 0.18 watt.

*Available from Allied Radio Shack, bubble-packed with instructions, for 98¢. Listed in their 1971 catalog as no. 20-1155.
The efficiency seems to be close to 50% with just under 100 mW output available.

**Changing audio frequency**

Because many beginning hams or experimenters may not have an audio generator to calibrate the module, and may desire to use it at a frequency other than that at which it's set, I made up Table 1 so anyone may choose the desired frequency and substitute the designated capacitor for the one supplied. The tone will be within a few Hz of that specified in the table, allowing for variation in transistors and components. Although specifications mention 1000 Hz (as supplied with the .02-μF capacitor installed), I measured 960 Hz on all modules tested, which seems close enough.

**SSB testing**

I use these modules for tone-testing an SSB transmitter. Two are used for a 2-tone test at full modulation. (An article is in preparation on this use of the module.) Although the observed audio waveform is closer to a square wave than a sine wave, no difficulty was encountered in evaluating SSB transmitter performance.

**Other uses**

The module can be used as part of an off-the-air monitor;¹ as the subcarrier source for a voice scrambler;² and, with an integrator circuit, as a pulse timing source.

**Spot-frequency applications**

Table 2 shows the effect of changing the value of the resistor supplied with the module. Various values of resistance were connected in parallel with the 33k unit. The data in the table was obtained with a .25 μF capacitor in the circuit, which produced the basic (nominal) frequency of 250 Hz. This experiment was made to show how the basic module frequency can be changed by a few Hz to hit a spot frequency between those afforded by various capacitor changes. Five-percent-

---

**Table 1. Module frequency as a function of capacitor value. Capacitors shown were substituted for the .02 μF unit supplied with the module. Measurements were taken with 3 Vdc at 50-60 mA.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitor Value (μF)</th>
<th>Measured Frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.005</td>
<td>2800-2900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.0025</td>
<td>4400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.001</td>
<td>7000***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.05</td>
<td>690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.02</td>
<td>890-960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.05</td>
<td>400-450*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.1</td>
<td>280*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.25</td>
<td>160-170*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 (electrolytic)</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 (electrolytic)</td>
<td>.0025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* varied with capacitor tolerance.
** harmonic as strong as fundamental.
*** out of hearing range but strong.
table 2. Module frequency change as a function of resistor value. Value shown in first column was connected in parallel with the 33k unit supplied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance (kiloohms)</th>
<th>Observed Frequency Increase (Hz)</th>
<th>Measured Frequency (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tolerance resistors were used, so a deviation may be found in the numbers given if you use resistors with different tolerances. The frequency can deviate from 1 Hz with a 1 megohm resistor to perhaps 5 Hz with 33k.

harmonic output

Unless the module is fully loaded with a speaker, harmonics and subharmonics can develop at the higher-frequency ranges. This condition can be detected by an increase in current from the nominal (50-60 mA) to 90-100 mA. I ran into this problem when using matching transformers as loads when the transformers were not sufficiently loaded to reflect a low (3-30 ohm) impedance to the transistor output.

fm applications

The information in the paragraphs above suggests the possibility of using these modules for tone-frequency-controlled keyers to actuate two-way frequency-shift mechanisms in certain fm transmitters. Another possibility is their use as function (tone) controls to actuate fm repeater transmitters.

In tests, the Cordover module frequencies were as stable as those obtained in touch-tone telephones. With a little juggling of components, exact zero-beats to these frequencies could be obtained.

No frequency shift was noticeable in any of the ranges when fresh batteries were used. As a matter of fact, frequencies were so stable it occurred to me that eleven of these little modules might be used to construct an inexpensive electronic organ. If more than 1 octave were desired, the modules could be followed with one or more “times two” ICs. The keyboard would probably cost more than the electronics.

Just one of these modules furnishes an excellent audio source for testing mono or stereo amplifiers, from the pickup right through the speakers; PA amplifiers ditto — from microphone or phono input to speakers. An inexpensive 6-ohm to high-impedance miniature transformer comes in handy in such applications.

For 98%, the Cordover audio oscillator module is hard to beat.

references


Yeah — the QTH used to rotate about 20° until I put in the shack clamps!
Way back in 1931, when the Model A was in its heyday, the SW-3 was the amateur's vehicle in the communications field. The SW-3, the receiver that started nine out of ten old-timers in amateur radio, pioneered the SW series, which was soon followed by the NC and HRO series. Each of these famous series found favor with the knowledgeable amateur, and achieved a world-wide reputation for excellence. In keeping with the modern amateur's spirit of adventure, NRCl is now leading the field with the already world-famous HRO-500. As to the future . . . we'll keep you posted!

NCX-1000, the transceiver of the 70's, is NRCl's latest product for the amateur. It is NRCl's answer to an engineering challenge to combine in a single package: a solid-state receiver of unparalleled performance, an exciter of exceptional capability, an outstanding linear amplifier, and a superior power supply. The challenge has been met head-on, with a top performance, high-reliability, amateur radio station.

CHECK THESE OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

- solid state except for driver and linear amplifier
- five bands -- 80 through 10 meters
- SSB-CW-AM, with FSK capability and selectable sideband
- rugged B122 final amplifier for ultimate in efficiency and reliability (400W plate dissipation)
- modular construction
- 1000 watts PEP output on SSB, 1000 watts CW (normal duty cycle), and 500 watts AM or FSK
- rf speech processor for effective 2 KW PEP talking power
- built-in 117/234 VAC power supply

The NCX-1000 is the one transceiver that offers, in a single desk-top equipment, a high-performance, one-kilowatt, amateur station.

In 1971, as in 1931, NRCl is providing you, the radio amateur, with the best gear on the market in its price range. NRCl salutes your many contributions to the field of communications. We invite you to stop by today to see and perhaps operate the NCX-1000 at your local distributor. He is one of the best friends you have.

NATIONAL RADIO COMPANY, INC.
37 WASHINGTON STREET, MELROSE, MASSACHUSETTS 02176
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amateur radio's most complete handbook — the one that sets the standards for all the others.

Complete Chapters On . . .

Basic Principles
Tubes
Semiconductors
HF Receivers
VHF & UHF Receivers
HF Transmitters
Power Supplies
Keying & Break-in
Modulation Systems
Single Sideband

RTTY
Propagation
HF Antennas
VHF & UHF Antennas
Noise
Mobile Equipment
VHF & UHF Transmitters
Interference
Measurements
Operating Techniques

832 pages — Beautifully hardbound

AMATEUR RADIO TECHNIQUES
J. Pat Hawker, G3VA

Do you have the time to review all the dozens of amateur and commercial magazines which are brought out each month to collect the best of their many good new ideas. Here it has already been done for you in this very complete collection of material taken from a number of periodicals. It is presented in a most useful and well organized manner.

Chapter headings include Semi-conductors, Receivers, Transmitters, Oscillators, Antennas, Power Supplies and Test Equipment.

Over 200 pages ONLY $3.75

COMTEC BOOKS • BOX 59
VHF - UHF MANUAL
G. R. Jessop, G6JP
If you have any interest in the frequencies above 30 MHz then you need this book. It is probably the most comprehensive work of its kind ever produced. Included is simple material for the beginner in VHF and advanced material to satisfy the most experienced and critical reader. A wide range of information is included covering such topics as propagation, tuned circuits, mobile equipment, single sideband and antennas. There are 62 pages devoted exclusively to receivers and 58 pages to transmitters. This book has set a high standard in this field for a long time to come.

ONLY $4.00 POSTPAID

RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK
G. R. Jessop, G6JP
Here in a 148 page book is one of the most complete compilations of radio and electronic charts, nomographs, formulas and design data available anywhere. Included are sections on General Formulas, Pi-Network Design, Wideband Couplers, TVI Filters, Baluns, Antenna Design Charts, Coil Design, Frequency Allocations and much much more. Here is a book that will probably pay for itself the first time you use it. Whether you design, build or operate, this volume definitely belongs very close to your workbench or operating table. 148 pages Hardbound

ONLY $3.00 POSTPAID

AMATEUR RADIO CIRCUITS BOOK
G. R. Jessop, G6JP
Have you ever spent half an hour or so going through all kinds of literature looking for a good basic amplifier or oscillator to put into that new design of yours? In this collection you will find several examples (using both semi-conductors and vacuum tubes) of each type of circuit you might need.
Typical headings include Antenna Matching, T-R Switches, Preamplifiers, Converters, I.F. Stages, Noise Limiters and Blankers, Power Amplifiers, Linear Amplifiers, Audio Amplifiers, Keyers, Oscillators, Power Supplies, Test Equipment and many more.
All of this is offered in a rugged little book which has a spiral binding permitting it to lie flat while being used.

120 pages

ONLY $2.50 POSTPAID

RADIO COMMUNICATION & RSGB MEMBERSHIP
This is the oldest and most widely read British amateur radio magazine. Published monthly it provides complete coverage including such popular features as: Technical Topics, a monthly survey of the latest ideas and circuits, Four Meters and Down, a rundown of the latest VHF and UHF and much more.
It includes numerous technical and construction articles in addition to a complete rundown on the month’s events in amateur radio. Surely a most interesting addition to your amateur radio activities.
We can now offer this fine magazine to you along with the other advantages of membership in the RSGB (such as use of their outgoing QSL Bureau) for $9.60 a year.

$9.60 per year

2 • AMHERST, N. H. 03031
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rating tubes

for linear amplifier service

Peak envelope power and intermodulation distortion are important parameters when selecting tubes for linear amplifiers — here’s what they mean and how they are measured.

The power-handling capability of a given tube in single-sideband service depends upon the nature of the signal being transmitted and the tube’s power dissipating capability. The method of establishing single-sideband service ratings should be such that relatively simple test equipment can be used to determine whether or not a tube is operating within its maximum ratings.

It is impractical to establish a rating based on voice-signal modulation because of the irregular waveforms and the varying ratios of peak-to-average signal power found in different voices. The most convenient rating method, and probably most practical, uses a single-tone audio signal to modulate the ssb transmitter. By using this test signal at its full modulation capability, the amplifier will operate under steady, maximum-signal conditions which are easily duplicated and observed.

When a single sine-wave tone modulates a single-sideband transmitter the rf output appears as a steady, unmodulated signal on an oscilloscope (see fig. 1A). This is because the output is a continuous signal having a frequency removed from that of the carrier by the modulating frequency, as shown in fig. 1B.

two-tone tests

Consequently, the operation of a linear amplifier under single-tone modulation is comparable to that of a cw transmitter under key-down conditions. As such, the performance of the power-amplifier stage at maximum signal (or peak) conditions can be determined from meter readings. However, this simple test lacks information on the linearity of the
When using the two-tone technique to measure the distortion of a linear rf amplifier it is sometimes more expedient to use two rf signal sources (separated in frequency by the desired number of cycles) and to combine them in a manner which will minimize the interaction between them. The two rf signals represent the two equivalent sideband frequencies generated by the two-audio-tone system and produce exactly the same scope pattern.

A linear amplifier is usually rated at peak envelope input or output power level. Peak envelope power (PEP) is the root-mean-square (rms) power generated at the peak of the modulation envelope. With two-tone or single-tone test signals the approximate relationships between single-and two-tone meter readings, peak envelope power and average power (class B or AB operation) can be determined from the formulas shown in appendix 1. Although the equations for average power output are different for the two tests, the PEP formulas are identical.

multitone relationships

The approximate equations given in appendix 1 are for single- and two-tone conditions, the most common test situations. However, in some multi-channel transmitter applications many more tones are used. The following method can be used to determine the peak-envelope-
power to average-power ratio. (For the purposes of this explanation it is assumed that all the tones are equal.)

The following examples demonstrate two important relationships between single and multitone signals amplified by a linear system.

Assume the amplifier is set up for a single-tone driving signal and a Point “A” on the operating line is established (see fig. 5). A definite PEP output is developed under this condition. To drive this linear amplifier to the same PEP output with a multitone signal, the drive signal voltage for each tone must be 1/nth (n = number of tones) the amplitude of the single-tone signal.

By assuming a perfectly linear amplifier where the input waveshape is exactly reproduced in the output load, these grid waveshapes can be used to demonstrate the relationship of PEP to Average Power.

For the single-tone case, PEP = Average Power; for the two-tone case, PEP = twice Average Power. However, in the two-tone case the average power is different in frequency. As a result, when they are exactly in phase the two crest voltages add directly to produce the crest of the two-tone envelope. When the two frequencies are exactly out of phase the

\[
\text{Average power} = \frac{E_1^2}{R_L} = \frac{60^2}{R_L} = \frac{1800}{R_L} \text{ W}
\]

\[
\text{PEP} = \frac{E_1^2}{R_L} = \frac{60^2}{R_L} = 1800 \text{ W}
\]

Therefore, 

\[
\text{PEP} = 2 \times \text{Average power}
\]

For the single-tone case, PEP = Average Power; for the two-tone case, PEP = twice Average Power. However, in the two-tone case the average power is one-half that of the single-tone case, so the resultant peak envelope power ratings are identical.*

The two test frequencies \(f_1\) and \(f_2\) are equal in amplitude but slightly different in frequency. As a result, when they are exactly in phase the two crest voltages add directly to produce the crest of the two-tone envelope. When the two frequencies are exactly out of phase the

\[
\text{Average power} = P_{1\text{avg}} + P_{2\text{avg}} = \frac{E_1^2}{R_L} + \frac{E_2^2}{R_L}
\]

\[
= \frac{\left(\frac{30}{\sqrt{2}}\right)^2}{R_L} + \frac{\left(\frac{30}{\sqrt{2}}\right)^2}{R_L} = \frac{450}{R_L} + \frac{450}{R_L} = \frac{900}{R_L} \text{ W}
\]

\[
\text{PEP} = \left(\frac{E_1^2}{R_L} + \frac{E_2^2}{R_L}\right)^{1/2} = \frac{60}{\sqrt{2}} = \frac{1800}{R_L} \text{ W}
\]

Therefore, 

\[
\text{PEP} = 2 \times P_{\text{avg}}
\]
cusp of the two-tone envelope results (see fig. 6).

Note that the voltage amplitude at the crest of the resultant two-tone envelope is equal to that of the single-tone envelope and therefore the tube is driven to the same point on the operating line in each case. If the tube is driven to the same peak plate current and the same peak plate voltage swing by different excitation signals, then the peak envelope power output for both signals is the same.

The same holds true for a three-tone test signal. Note that the sum of the three individual tone-crest exciting voltages add in phase to drive the tube to the same peak current and peak plate voltage swing as that of the single-tone case (see fig. 7) so the PEP output is the same as the single- and two-tone examples.

These results (equal amplitude tones) may be summarized by the following expressions:

\[
\text{PEP} = n P_{\text{avg}}
\]

\[
\text{PEP} = n^2 P_t
\]

Where \( P_{\text{avg}} \) is the average power of the composite signal, \( P_t \) is the average power in each tone, and \( n \) is the number of tones.

---

**fig. 6. Two-tone condition.**

**fig. 7. Three-tone condition.**

An fm repeater is to be designed to simultaneously rebroadcast one to eight channels. Each channel must have an average power output of 100 watts. How much peak envelope power must the linear amplifier deliver?
Each channel can be considered to be a single-tone signal. Therefore, the PEP of each channel is equal to the average power of each channel. The maximum power output requirement of the amplifier will be under the 8-tone condition. The average power output for the composite 8-tone signal will be 8 times the 100 watts-per-channel power. Therefore, the linear amplifier must be capable of 800 watts of average power output.

The peak envelope power will be eight times the average power of the composite signal (PEP = nPEavg) or 6400 watts. A tube must be selected to deliver this peak-envelope and average power at an intermodulation distortion level compatible with the degree of interchannel crosstalk that can be tolerated.

**Measurement Standards**

To describe adequately the performance of a tube in single-sideband linear service, it is necessary to determine many parameters. The normal electrode voltages and currents must be specified as well as the two-tone currents, the operating point, peak envelope power and the magnitude of the intermodulation-distortion products. These parameters are defined as follows:

**Peak envelope power** is the root-mean-square power at the crest of the envelope. This term is usually shortened to PEP.

Idling plate current determined by the operating point is called the zero-signal

---

**Appendix 1**

Approximate relationships between meter readings, peak envelope power and average power for class B or AB operation with one- and two-tone tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Single-Tone</th>
<th>Two-Tone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC plate current</td>
<td>I_b = \frac{I_{pm}}{\pi}</td>
<td>I_b = \frac{-2I_{pm}}{\pi^2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate input (watts)</td>
<td>P_{In} = \frac{I_{pm}E_b}{\pi}</td>
<td>P_{In} = \frac{2I_{pm}E_b}{\pi^2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average output (watts)</td>
<td>P_o = \frac{I_{pm}E_p}{4}</td>
<td>P_o = \frac{-I_{pm}E_p}{8}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEP (watts)</td>
<td>P_o = \frac{I_{pm}E_p}{4}</td>
<td>P_o = \frac{-I_{pm}E_p}{4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate efficiency</td>
<td>N_p = \frac{E_p}{4E_b}</td>
<td>N_p = \left(\frac{\pi}{4}\right)^2 \frac{E_p}{E_b}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Definition of symbols:**

- \(I_{pm}\) = peak of the plate current pulse (plate current pulse is not sinusoidal)
- \(E_p\) = peak value of plate swing, assumed to be sinusoidal when tank-circuit has sufficiently high \(Q\).
- \(E_b\) = DC plate supply voltage
The other two plate current values of significance are the single-tone plate current and the two-tone plate current. The ratio of single- to two-tone current is 1.57:1 in a true class B amplifier (180° plate conduction angle). For other classes of linear operation and for different zero-signal plate currents, this ratio varies from 1.1 to 1.57:1.

The standard method of specifying the magnitude of the distortion products is to specify the reduction in decibels of one product from one tone of a two-equal-tone signal.

For example, assume that a particular tube under a given set of operating conditions has third-order distortion products of −35 dB and fifth-order distortion products of −50 dB. This means that the third-order product has an amplitude of 35 dB below one of the two test tones and the fifth-order product has an amplitude 50 dB below one of the two test tones. (It is also correct to add the amplitudes of the two third-order products and compare them to the sum of the two tones. The decibel ratio is still the same as the example.)

It is not correct to compare one distortion product to the sum of the two tones; that is to say, the PEP value of the signal. The resulting distortion figure would be 6 dB better than the correct example (−41 dB rather than −35 dB and −56 dB rather than −50 dB).

Normally the tube under test is adjusted to the full drive condition, and all the pertinent parameters are measured. The drive signal is then reduced. At each test point, all the parameters are measured again. The resulting data can then be plotted as a function of drive voltage.

It should be noted that maximum intermodulation distortion does not necessarily occur at maximum drive level, and it can be shown mathematically that an intermodulation characteristic like fig. 8 can be expected. In practice there is very good correlation between mathematical prediction and actual test results.
The secret, as you may have guessed, is heterodyning. Let’s review some of the fundamentals of “beat frequencies” and be sure you understand what’s happening in the method I’m about to describe.

one and one make four

If you mix two rf signals together in some kind of nonlinear stage, they beat together in a process known as heterodyning. The output of this nonlinear mixer stage is four signals. Two of them are the same as the original signals, one is the sum of their frequencies, and one is the difference.

For example, suppose you mix a 10-MHz and a 9-MHz signal in the nonlinear mixer stage. The outputs are: 1 MHz (the difference), 9 MHz, 10 MHz, and 19 MHz (the sum). Which output you use depends on your purpose. In a superhet receiver, you might pick the difference—to form an intermediate frequency. In a sideband transmitter, you might pick the sum—the 19-MHz—to raise the signal to a communications frequency.

For the purpose I’m describing in this repair bench, you approach this same principle from another direction. What you need to do is convert a high frequency to whatever is used in the i-f stages. To do that, you mix in a signal whose frequency is displaced from the available sweep signal by exactly the i-f.

Let me cite an example. Suppose the sweep signal is at 10 MHz, and the i-f strip you want to sweep operates at 1 MHz. You can mix a plain rf signal of 9 or 11 MHz with the sweep rf signal. Either frequency produces a difference heterodyne of 1 MHz (1000 kHz). They also produce sum heterodynes, but the i-f tuned circuits reject any but the 1-kHz frequency.

heterodyned sweep signals

If you saw my earlier repair bench about sweep alignment in ham gear (April, 1970 issue), you know how a sweep signal is made up. It has a center frequency, which is the frequency at which the sweep generator dial is set.
Here’s what this means: A sweep signal that is 1 MHz (1000 kHz) wide swings 500 kHz above and 500 kHz below the center frequency. If the center is 10 MHz, the frequency swings from 9.5 MHz to 10.5 MHz, and does it back and forth 60 times every second. That frequency is swept upward and downward from center. How far up and down depends on the setting of the Sweep Width control. The sweep rate of most generators today is 60 times per second.

The thing about this idea is that you can make the center frequency of the “new” sweep signal whatever you want it to be merely by choosing the unmodulated rf signal you mix with the original sweep signal.

**using what you have**

You can use almost any sweep generator. Best results come from using the lowest sweep frequency you have available. Just be sure the sweep width is usable.

Modern Sweep and rf equipment, although not really made for low-frequency sweep, can produce it. Chief secret is homemade mixing device in fig. 1, and what you do with the instruments.

Visualize what happens when this same sweep signal is converted to some other frequency. The arithmetic is simple. Imagine it’s being heterodyned with an 11-MHz signal. At the instant the sweep signal passes through center frequency at 10 MHz, the difference heterodyne is 1 MHz or 1000 kHz. That’s center frequency for the “new” sweep signal. At the instant the sweep signal reaches its bottom frequency, at 9.5 MHz, the difference is 1.5 MHz or 1500 kHz. Then, when the frequency is swept up to its topmost value, at 10.5 MHz, the difference is 0.5 MHz or 500 kHz. So, by mixing a 10-MHz signal, which is swept 500 kHz each way, with a plain unmodulated 11-MHz rf signal, you generate a 1000-kHz signal swept 500 kHz up and 500 kHz down.

As it happens, my newest sweep generator is a B&K model 415. It’s solid state, and intended primarily for television alignment. I could use a tv i-f sweep frequency, in the 44-MHz range. However, this generator also produces a sweep at 10.7 MHz, for aligning the i-f strips of fm receivers. And there’s a nice marker right in the middle – precisely at 10.7 MHz. (More about markers later.) That’s lower than the tv sweep frequencies, so I use the 10.7 MHz for heterodyning down to low sweep frequencies.

The source of unmodulated rf at my bench is a new B&K model E-200D. It’s a modern version of the Old Precision Apparatus model E-200. Old-timers will remember that once-popular unit. The dial settings are reasonably accurate. But more important, the E-200D is stable once it’s warmed up. That’s a requirement of whatever generator you use.

The calculations for using this pair of instruments are easy. They apply to any
sweep and rf generators you use. To create the low-frequency sweep I want from the fixed 10.7-MHz sweep signal, I either subtract or add the frequency of the i-f strip I'm checking.

A common i-f is 455 kHz. That's what's in the receiver I'm using for this demonstration. With a 10.7-MHz sweep signal, a 455-kHz beat can be obtained by adding 11.155 MHz or 10.245 MHz. Either one is okay, but I choose 10.245.

A device that produces the heterodyning between the two signals.

Of course, you need a scope. Any ordinary servicing scope will do. Mine is a modern wideband scope, but for this purpose yours needn't be.

The model 415 sweep/marker generator uses post-injection for the marker, as most recent instruments do. The block diagram in fig. 2 shows the equipment hookup. Here are the steps:

1. Let everything warm up at least 15 minutes.
2. Set scope sweep to External Input.
3. Set scope vertical-input attenuator to whatever setting gives a 1-inch deflection for about 5 volts of signal input.
5. Connect scope horizontal input to Scope Horizontal jack of sweep/marker generator.
6. Connect rf outputs of the two generators to the inputs of your homemade mixer device. Connect ground cables to receiver chassis.

---

fig. 2. Equipment hookup. It is slightly different if sweep generator doesn't have the post-injection marker arrangement.

If the i-f were 60 kHz, another common one in ham receivers, an rf signal at 10.64 MHz would do the job.

You have to build a little mixer stage yourself. The simple one in fig. 1 is adequate. The diode is the nonlinear

fig. 1. Four parts make up mixing device used for creating low-frequency i-f sweep signal.
7. In the receiver, clip the mixer-device diode lead to ground and the output lead to the grid (or base) of the receiver's mixer stage.

8. Clip a shorting jumper from the receiver oscillator grid (or base) to ground (or to emitter), thus disabling the receiver's oscillator.

9. Connect the direct-probe lead from the sweep/marker generator to the output of the receiver's a-m detector.

Here's how. Leave the rf generator output control at zero for now. Turn the sweep rf output wide open. Set the Sweep Width control as low as it goes; it'll still be wide enough for communications receiver i-f coils. Turn up the Marker Amplitude control on the generator just slightly.

Now roll the Center Frequency dial back and forth until the marker comes into view along the scope trace. The photo in fig. 3A shows the trace before you get the center frequency just right. This is sort of a fine-tuning control. Fig. 3B shows the marker just coming into view along the scope trace. The photo in fig. 3A shows the trace before you get the center frequency just right. 

Traces you see when first setting up for low-frequency sweep of receiver i-f section. A shows trace without curve or marker in view. B is marker with frequency slightly high. C shows marker (and frequency) centered.

fig. 3. Traces you see when first setting up for low-frequency sweep of receiver i-f section. A shows trace without curve or marker in view. B is marker with frequency slightly high. C shows marker (and frequency) centered.

generating the curve

The 10.7-MHz sweep in the model 415 has a center-frequency marker. That offers a convenient way of situating the sweep just right on the scope trace.
view. Turn the Center Frequency control to put the marker exactly in the center of the scope trace, as in fig. 3C.

The object of this step is to put the rf signal is added.

Now set the frequency dial of the rf generator as near 10.245 MHz as you can. Turn up the output controls. If your

![Images of scope traces A to D]

**fig. 4.** Curve appears when rf generator signal is added. Curve in A not exactly at i-f center marker. Curve in B moved to coincide with marker by returning i-f coils or rf generator. In C some of i-f coils detuned. Two curves in D mean the receiver oscillator hasn't been disabled.

marker in a position that enables you to use it as the center of the curve you will presently display. The marker is at 10.7 MHz, but it is added to the scope trace from within the sweep generator. It therefore remains as a center reference for the 455-kHz sweep signal developed when the hookup is correct and the i-f strip is reasonably normal, you'll see the curve rise somewhere along the scope trace, as in fig. 4A. Just how far it is from the center marker depends on how near the rf generator is to 10.245 MHz and how accurately tuned the i-f coils are.
(The ideal is a calibrated 10.245-MHz signal, such as from a heterodyne frequency meter that has been checked against WWV. I’ve used a BC-221 for this, as well as a Lampkin model MFM frequency meter. For this demonstration, I calibrated the vernier of my rf generator against a frequency meter. That way, I know the i-f stages are slightly off-frequency when I see the curve displaced from the marker as it is in fig 4A.)

The photo in fig. 4B shows the curve right on the marker. You can put it there by adjusting the dial of the rf generator. Since I knew my rf generator was precisely accurate, I readjusted the six i-f coil cores (two per i-f can) to move the curve over to the marker.

The technique is not difficult. I just turn each core a small amount in the same direction, then peak all six at the new position of the curve. The curve in

Be sure the receiver oscillator is cut off. I told you how, in step 8 of the equipment hookup. Otherwise, you may get the double curve shown in fig. 4D. The correct curve is identified by the marker, but it’s best not to have the extra curve.

You may wonder how to determine bandwidth. With another generator of high accuracy, you can put a movable marker into the sweep generator through the External Marker jack. Record the frequencies when the marker is at the upper skirt (fig. 5A) and at the lower skirt (fig. 5B). Bandwidth is roughly the difference between them. The two markers in fig. 5 are at 10.235 and 10.255 MHz. The difference is 20 kHz, the bandwidth at the bottom of the skirts. That means bandwidth at the half-points on the curve is 10-12 kHz. That’s not bad for a general-purpose

receiver, but a little wide for a selective communications receiver.

Another way I estimate bandwidth is with the built-in 100-kHz markers that are part of my model 415 sweep generator. Fig. 6 shows the trace with the 100-kHz markers activated. You may have to increase Sweep Width slightly to get both markers on the scope trace.

fig. 4B results. The curve in fig. 4A was down-frequency from the marker. I therefore backed all six cores out about one-half turn. At first, it looked as though I was destroying the curve. (Fig. 4C shows how it looked when only three slugs were turned to the new setting.) But as all six were turned near the new frequency, the curve got tall again.

fig. 5. Movable markers show bandwidth in terms of kHz between upper skirt A, and lower skirt, B.
The 100 kHz beats with the 10.7-MHz marker and puts one at 10.6 and another 10.8 MHz. Converted in the homemade mixer, this means markers at 355 kHz and 555 kHz. Of course the main 10.7-MHz marker still makes the 455-kHz center marker. The distance between the two outside markers is 200 kHz. From that you can estimate the bandwidth of the curve being displayed.

fig. 6. 100-kHz markers on each side of main center marker also can help estimate bandwidth.

other uses of sweep curve

You can see the effect of a crystal selectivity filter on the i-f response. Fig. 7A shows the curve with the Selectivity switch of the receiver set for Crystal – Broad. Turning the Crystal Phasing capacitor knob changes the curve shape somewhat.

Switching to Crystal – Sharp reduces the gain of the i-f strip, but sharpens the curve. You can see the result in fig. 7B. You can alter the Crystal Phasing to virtually eliminate the i-f curve.

A sweep curve generated as described here can be used for testing any rf or i-f stages. Without the gain provided by amps in the receiver, you'll need a more sensitive setting of the scope's vertical input. Or, you can build an untuned transistor amp to follow the homemade mixer. That'll give you enough signal to be useful with unamplified tuned circuits. You'll have to add a diode detector for stages that don’t end with an a-m detector.

With a little practice and imagination, you can find a lot of other uses for this method of generating a low-frequency sweep signal.

fig. 7. Selectivity switch of receiver changes response of i-f strip, as shown by the curve. Broad response, A, with crystal phasing set at one spot. Sharp crystal position, B, reduces gain but sharpens curve peaking.
What they're saying about Ten-Tec modules

Dear Sirs,
The TIN-TEC modules are a pleasure to use. I am well satisfied with the Ten-Tec and have been using them for over five years. The modules are well built and reliable. I have had no problems with them. The price is reasonable and the service is excellent. I highly recommend Ten-Tec modules.

Dr. Gunther Hausenger, O.E.L.
Von E. Strauss

WHAT WE SAY ABOUT OUR MODULES

These modules, or a factory built, ready-to-operate Ten-Tec transceiver, can be yours at a modest cost. Then, soon, you may be sending us the CQ, or your own QSOs. If your distributor does not keep these units, we will order direct from Ten-Tec.

Please ship the following, prepaid.

- MR1A Module Group (WX1, A11, VO1)...
- TX1, A10, Buffer...
- RX1, A9...
- TX1, A8...
- TX1, A7...
- RX1, A6...
- RX1, A5...
- RX1, A4...
- RX1, A3...
- RX1, A2...
- RX1, A1...
- RX1, A0...

TEN-TEC INC.
SEVIERVILLE, TENNESSEE 37862
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safer suicide cord

Most electronics experimenters have an ac-plug-to-clip-lead adapter (better known as a "suicide cord") on their workbench. Unfortunately, too many experimenters fail to take a few simple safety precautions — precautions that can save much embarrassment or worse!

First of all, always use a fused ac plug such as the El Menco along with 5- to 10-amp fast-blow fuses. For the cord itself use about 6 feet of no. 16 heavy-duty lamp cord. For the clip-lead end, Mueller no. 60 alligator clips are a good bet, but be sure to insulate each alligator clip with a Mueller no. 62 rubber cover.

Bruce Clark, K6JYO

using undervoltage relays

Although many forms of undervoltage relays are on the market, it sometimes happens (as in my case) that a quick and dirty substitute can be found. Most standard relays exhibit a very wide difference in pickup and dropout current, typically three to one. Therefore, it's often impossible to use a single relay for a specific application.

I needed a relay that had to drop out within approximately 10% of the normal running voltage. Available relays were Allied Control type B06-D 184VDC. These units have a 13500-ohm coil. Pickup is at approximately 10 mA, but dropout occurs at about 3 mA.

As shown in fig. 1, R1 is proportioned to energize the relay (RY 1) at about 20% below the operating voltage. R4 is then set to pull in RY 2 at a point a little higher — say 10% below the operating voltage. The 100k composition pot is then set to drop out RY 1 at a point 10% below the operating voltage.

This arrangement was run in a bench setup for eight hours to determine if relay heating would result in any variation of the dropout point. The maximum variation in dropout point was approximately 2% of the operating voltage.

fig. 1. Method for controlling relay dropout voltage. Resistors can be proportioned to cause pull-in and dropout over fairly wide current range.

cautions

Don't try to use a variation in dropping resistance as shown in fig. 2, or instability will result. Also, don't try to use an extra set of contacts on RY 1 to perform the function of contacts on RY 2; i.e., to switch in R2 and R3. Oscillation or instability will result.
fig. 2. An example of dropping-resistor arrangement that will cause instability.

A solid-state circuit would have been preferable, except that this particular equipment was to be subjected to a radioactive environment, which precluded the use of solid-state devices.

Bill Wildenhein, WBYFB

simple resistance standard

As many amateurs know, ohmmeter readings taken with a vom can be notoriously inaccurate. However, there are times when you need an accurate resistance measurement of a higher order than that obtainable with an ordinary multimeter. Higher accuracy generally requires a Wheatstone bridge or similar laboratory-type equipment. For occasional use such expense cannot be justified.

The inexpensive "resistance checker" shown in the photograph and in fig. 3 is a simple and direct solution to this problem. Four 1% resistors are wired as shown; it is apparent that there will be resistance check points at 10k, 20k, 30k and 40k ohms. If your volt-ohmmeter has not been grossly abused, you can set the meter to 10k ohms when connected across one leg of the standard — merely adjust the "zero ohms" knob so the meter coincides with the selected resistance value. Thereafter you may read resistance values with good accuracy up to 10 or 20 percent removed from the check point.

In addition to the multiple 10k check points, parallel connections will result in resistor standards at 2,500, 3,333, and 5,000 ohms (see table 1). Other standard values may be obtained through suitable interconnection of the various resistors. The chart is provided since most of us don't want to get out the slide rule when a quick resistance check is needed. Obviously other decade values may be selected but the above setup provides resistance checkpoints at more than one dozen intervals throughout the range from 2.5k to 40k ohms.

Neil Johnson, W2OLU
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>desired resistance value</th>
<th>connect together</th>
<th>read ohms between</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>A-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3333</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>A-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>A-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6667</td>
<td>A-D</td>
<td>A-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7500</td>
<td>A-E</td>
<td>A-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12,333</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>A-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>B-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,667</td>
<td>A-D</td>
<td>C-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>B-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>A-E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fig. 3. Simple resistance standard provides accurate checkpoints from 2500 to 40,000 ohms. Connections are shown in table 1.
cleaning printed-circuit boards

If you work with printed-circuit boards you probably have had difficulty removing solder from the holes when removing resistors, capacitors or other components. A cutting-torch cleaner—a- available from a welder's supply house—is a very useful aid. The cutting-torch cleaner comes with 12 different-sized steel rods which can be pushed through the solder holes. About one-quarter inch back from the smooth tip of each rod there's a machine-cut rasp surface which may be used to enlarge the holes, if necessary. The rods are usually furnished with a small metal case for easy storage.

Felix W. Mullings, W5BVF

Heath HW-17 modifications

After using the Heath HW-17 for some time, I decided that the receiver in the little rig lacked sufficient gain. The front-end seemed quiet and relatively sensitive, but overall receiver response was low. When WB2EGZ's article appeared in the August issue I built the mosfet pre-amplifier. It did give the receiver more gain, but didn't help much with weak-signal reception. In fact, the preamp

seemed to degrade the noise figure of the HW-17's own frontend.

Since I already had the 40673 transistor and its bias and load resistors, it was decided to try to use those parts if possible. Since the frontend seemed to be very low, indicating the frontend is quite quiet. The S-meter is much livelier because of improved agc action. Also the squelch will open with weaker signals than before.

Ed Ranson, WA5PWX
noise limiter for heathkits

Since I live in a noisy area and own one transceiver with a noise limiter and one without, the advantages of a noise limiter are very apparent to me. With some component value changes to match the resistance of the original audio-gain control in my transceiver, a very satisfactory noise-limiter circuit evolved for the Heathkit SSB line. The components for this circuit cost less than $3.00, and the time involved is approximately one hour. The circuit is shown in fig. 5.

The switch on my HW-12 is mounted as low as possible and centered on the front panel. I used a miniature switch that mounts with two screws. These screws are used to support two 4-conductor tie points.

If the af gain-control in your transceiver is a 500k pot, R1 and R2 will be 1 megohm and R3, 150k. If the af gain-control is a 1-megohm pot, then R1 and R2 will be a 2.2 megohm, and R3, 270k. All resistors are 1/2 watt.

Remove the shielded audio-input lead from point C of the af gain-control and connect it to the input of noise limiter at point A. Connect the output of the limiter to point C on the af gain control. You will find there is very little loss with this limiter and no noticeable distortion until the audio is too loud for comfortable listening.

Jim Welborn, W7CKH

increasing the versatility of the comdel speech processor

The Comdel speech processor can be made more versatile by the simple modification shown in the diagram. A miniature potentiometer is mounted on the rear plate of the unit and connected into the output circuit so the output level may be adjusted to be equal in peak amplitude to the level encountered when the unit is switched out of the circuit.*

Gain through the speech processor, without the potentiometer, is greater than unity and "in-out" checks can only be made with difficulty because of change in gain level. With the addition of the potentiometer, processor output level may quickly and easily be set to the proper amount. The output circuit potentiometer is substituted for a 47k resistor (shown in dotted lines) which is removed from the circuit board.

William I. Orr, W6SAI

*With high-level microphones, such as the D104, the peak microphone output is considerably higher than the limited 70-to 100-mV peak level available from the processor; in this case the output potentiometer should be mounted in the microphone line.
NOW
The Quality Leader In Amateur FM
At A Competitive Price

Deluxe 2 Meter FM Transceiver

Always the quality leader, (see December and January 73 Magazine, and reviews in January QST and March CQ) the IC-2F remains the same — superb performance, deluxe features, 1 year warranty . . .

TRANSMITTER: RF input power — 20 watts; RF output — 10 watts minimum; maximum frequency deviation — 15KHz (adjustable); Automatic Protection Circuit (APC) — NEW! Not offered in any other transceiver on the market. Absolute assurance of final PA protection from shorted or high VSWR antennas by instantaneous transmitter disabling; Electronically switched — no relays; Sealed low pass filter to eliminate spurious radiation.

RECEIVER: Double conversion superheterodyne; Sensitivity better than 0.4µV @ 20 db of quieting; FET front end; ceramic filters for excellent bandpass shaping; Integrated Circuit IF; built-in speaker on front panel.

GENERAL: Six channels (six transmit and six receive crystals) selectable from the front panel; large RF/"S" meter and easier to read controls; power requirements 12 to 15 volts DC.

The Deluxe IC-2F comes complete with high impedance microphone, three-position chrome mobile mounting bracket, crystals installed for two channels (Ch. 1, 146.34/146.94; Ch. 2, 146.94/146.94), power cables and plugs and manual. Amateur Net $299.95

Optional AC Power Supply with built-in Discriminator Meter, Model IC-3P. Amateur Net $42.50

PA-50A 50 watt solid state AFTERBURNER for more power mobile. Amateur Net $129.95

Available at your dealer

Varitronics Incorporated
2321 EAST UNIVERSITY DRIVE • PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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INTERNATIONAL EX CRYSTAL & EX KITS
OSCILLATOR • RF MIXER • RF AMPLIFIER • POWER AMPLIFIER

1. MXX-1 TRANSISTOR RF MIXER
A single tuned circuit intended for signal conversion in the 3 to 170 MHz range.
Harmonics of the OX oscillator are used for injection in the 60 to 170 MHz range.
Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
(Specify when ordering) $3.50

2. SAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF AMP
A small signal amplifier to drive MXX-1 mixer. Single tuned input and link output.
Lo Kit 3 to 20 MHz, Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz
(Specify when ordering) $3.50

3. PAX-1 TRANSISTOR RF POWER AMP
A single tuned output amplifier designed to follow the OX oscillator. Outputs up to 200 mw, depending on the frequency and voltage. Amplifier can be amplitude modulated. Frequency 3,000 to 30,000 KHz
$3.75

4. BAX-1 BROADBAND AMP
General purpose unit which may be used as a tuned or untuned amplifier in RF and audio applications 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Provides 6 to 30 db gain. Ideal for SWL, Experimenter or Amateur
$3.75

5. OX OSCILLATOR
Crystal controlled transistor type. Lo Kit 3,000 to 19,999 KHz, Hi Kit 20,000 to 60,000 KHz. (Specify when ordering)
$2.95

6. TYPE EX CRYSTAL
Available from 3,000 to 60,000 KHz. Supplied only in HC 6/U holder. Calibration is ± .02% when operated in International OX circuit or its equivalent. (Specify frequency)
$3.95
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HAL 311BC ELECTRONIC KEYER
$53.00

THE most versatile keyer available.
Send for full details on the HAL 311BC and the complete line of HAL electronic keyers. There is a model to fit your requirement and budget from $16.50 to $53.00. Shipping extra.
Now available in kit form for even greater value.

HAL TOUCHCODER II KIT
$55.00

Complete parts kit, excluding keyboard, for the W4UX CW code typer. All circuitry on one 3 x 6" G10 glass PC board. Plug-in IC sockets. Optional FM repeater ID, contest ID, and RTTY features available. Keyboard $25.00. Shipping extra. Write for full details.

HAL DIP BREADBOARD CARD
Drilled G10 glass PC board accepts 6 16 pin DIP IC's in plug-in sockets. Each IC pin fanned out to two pads. Plugs into standard 22 pin edge connector (.156" finger spacing). $5.50

DOUBLE BALANCED MODULATOR KIT
For the DBM in March 1970 Ham Radio
7/8 x 2" drilled G10 glass PC board
4 HP-2800 hot carrier diodes matched by HAL.
2 Indiana General CF102-Q1 toroids.
WIRE and instructions included. $6.50

TTL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
HAL is now stocking NEW 7400 series TTL IC's. Available are 7400, 7401, 7402, 7404, 7405, 7410, 7420, 7430, 7441, 7442, 7473, 7475, 7490, and 7493. Write for prices and complete catalog.

HAL MAINLINE ST-6 RTTY TU
Complete parts kit for the W6FFC ST-6 now includes all parts except cabinet. Only 7 HAL circuit boards (drilled G10 glass) for all features. Plug-in IC sockets. Custom transformer by Thordarson for both supplies, 115/230V, 50-60Hz. $135.00 kit. Wired units available. Shipping extra. Write for details.

HAL MAINLINE ST-5 RTTY TU
ST-5 kit now includes drilled G10 glass boards, custom Thordarson transformer, meter and metering components. Boards accept both round and DIP 709 IC's. $50.00. Less boards, meter & meter components $37.50. Boards only $6.00. Shipping extra.

HAL MAINLINE AK-1 AFSK OSC
HAL now offers a parts kit for the AK-1 AFSK osc. Drilled G10 glass PC board plugs into 12 pin edge connector for compatibility with the HAL ST-6, or for ease of use alone. Requires 12vdc. $27.50. Shipping extra. Write for parts list.

HAL FM REPEATER IDENTIFIER
TTL logic. Power line frequency counter for 3 minute or less timing and control. Easily reprogrammable diode ROM uses only 27 diodes (depending on call) to send DE "any call". Low impedance audio with volume and tone control. All circuitry including PS on small G10 glass PC board. Write for full details.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Postage is not included in the prices of HAL products. Please add $5.00 on small parts orders, and $2.00 on larger kits. Shipping is via UPS when possible, and via insured parcel post otherwise. Please give a street address.

HAL DEVICES, Box 365, Urbana, Illinois 61801
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### FME POWER SUPPLY FOR Regency HR-2

Over 2 amps fully **REGULATED** with short circuit protection and low ripple content. Suitable for use with other similar transceivers. **HF-144 RPS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Qty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regency HR-2</td>
<td>$229.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal 146.34 MHz</td>
<td>650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFME HF 144RPS</td>
<td>3950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFME HF 144RW</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-amp installation</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping</td>
<td>300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Value** $298.00 For $269.99

Includes 1 pair of 146.94 MHz crystals.

### FME SPECIAL

**HF-144 RPS**

**$39.95** add $3.00 for shipping

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
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### TFME 2 METER PRE-AMPS

Put a **NEW RECEIVER** in your old hi-band set for less than $17.00 (or the next best thing).

- **HF-144 U** MOS FET RF Preampifier
- **SUPERIOR** from your 1971 model
- Typical 18db gain 3db noise figure
- Lo intermod/Hi burn-out threshold

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Wired</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HF-144 DGK</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF-144 U for Universal use</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF-144 M for Motrac radios</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF-144 R for Regency HR-2</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLEASE ADD 60¢ FOR POSTAGE AND HANDLING

- **NEW**
  - **HF-144 RPS** Regulated DC power supply for HR-2
  - **$39.50**

**TOPEKA FM ENGINEERING**

3501 CROCO ROAD
TOPEKA, KANSAS 66605
(913) 233-7580

WRITE TODAY FOR OUR FLYERS WITH DETAILED INFORMATION AND PRICING OF PRODUCTS SHOWN.
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**HIGH PERFORMANCE VHF YAGIS**
mosley 75 and 80-meter conversion kit

The new Mosley RV-8C conversion kit is designed for amateurs who already own the Mosley 4-band vertical, the RV-4C, or for those who are considering the purchase of a 5-band vertical antenna system for operation on 10 through 80 meters. The 5-band antenna stands only 22-feet high and requires no guyng or concrete footing.

The conversion kit includes a loading coil rated at 750 watts a-m or CW, and 2000 watts PEP ssb. Tuning is accomplished by sliding the U-shaped matching-section along the vertical element until a match is obtained at the desired operating frequency.

A plexiglass coil housing, closed at one end with a polyethylene cap, assures protection against the most severe weather conditions. Easy-to-follow instructions are included with the kit. For more information, write to Mosley Electronics, Inc., 4610 N. Lindbergh Boulevard, Bridgeton, Missouri 63044, or use check-off on page 94.

50-watt mobile amplifier

Varitronics has just announced a new power amplifier that should appeal to all mobile fm operators.

The Varitronics PA-50A is a completely solid-state class-C rf amplifier designed for use in mobile amateur fm applications. Because of internal rf
switching, the PA-50A can be used with any two-meter transmitter with 5 to 15 watts output when used with the IC-2F transceiver (nominal 12-watts drive). Balanced-emitter semi-conductors insure complete insensitivity to high vswr - even no load conditions. This handsome and ruggedly built amplifier is styled like the Varitronics IC-2F, features a calibrated output meter and comes complete with a mobile-mounting bracket and dc power cord. $129.95 amateur net. For more information, use check-off on page 94, or write to Varitronics Incorporated, 2321 East University Drive, Phoenix, Arizona 20665.

two-meter fm transceiver

Regency Electronics has announced a compact mobile fm transceiver for operation in the 144-MHz band. The solid-state model HR-2 features a 10-watt power output with operation on any of six transmit and receive channels in the band. Simple operator modification, however, can enable the radio to transmit and receive on any of 12 different duplex combinations.

The receiver is a double-conversion superheterodyne with a highly selective ceramic filter for operation on both wide- and narrow-band signals. Sensitivity is rated at 0.35 μV, 20 dB quieting and audio output at 5 watts.

The transmitter features phase modulation for exacting carrier stability. Individual trimmer capacitors enable frequency setting optimum performance in point-to-point or repeater applications. Built-in swr load mismatch circuitry protects against open or shorted antenna conditions.

The modern integrated circuitry operates on 13 Vdc with low current drain. The package comes complete with plug-in ceramic microphone, built-in speaker and mobile-mounting bracket. One pair of factory installed transmit and receive crystals on 146.94 MHz are included in the $229.00 amateur net price. An ac power supply and linear amplifier will soon be available as optional equipment.

For more information, write to Regency Electronics, Inc., 7900 Pendleton Pike, Indianapolis, Indiana 46226, or use check-off on page 94.

short-wave listening

A new, well-illustrated, multi-page primer on short-wave listening has been written by The Hallicrafters Company, and is being offered free to the interested reader, DXer, short-wave listener, hi-fi buff, hobbyist and amateur radio enthusiast.

Aptly titled "short-wave puts you where it’s at," the multi-colored brochure takes the interested reader through the many adventures he can experience with short-wave; explains graphically and in simple terms "what is short-wave;" tells the reader what can be heard on short-wave (i.e., amateur bands, overseas marine radio, aeronautical bands, international broadcasting, military and clandestine stations, standard time signals, public safety and many others); provides a complete radio frequency spectrum in a unique and copyrighted graphic illustration; and points out what to look for when choosing a quality short-wave receiver.

Also included in the center fold of the primer is Hallicrafters’ complete line of a-m and fm general-coverage short-wave receivers, special frequency monitor radios and amateur transceivers and accessories. For a free copy of the multi-page, short-wave primer, "short-wave puts you where it’s at," write to The Hallicrafters Company, Dept. PR, 600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008, or use check off on page 94.
A New Magazine?

Not really. New in the U.S.A. perhaps, but very well known in Great Britain and now being offered to you here.

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR is almost exclusively construction material. Clearly written, concise articles give you full details on:

- Audio Construction Projects
- Receiver Construction Projects
- Transmitter Construction Projects
- Test Equipment Projects
- Radio Control Projects
- ... and much more

Try a subscription to this interesting magazine, we are sure that you will not be disappointed.

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION — $6.00

Write

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR
Greenville, N. H. 03048

new allied catalog

Allied Electronics' new 1971 catalog of electronics parts and supplies, considered by many as the bible of the industry, is now available. The catalog lists over 70,000 separate stock items from more than 700 manufacturers. Detailed specifications, descriptions and illustrations cover a vast array of parts and components including: semiconductors, integrated circuits, tubes, relays, timers, transformers, resistors, capacitors, connectors, coils, chokes, sockets, plugs, jacks, switches, fuses, batteries, clips, lamps, wire and cable, and much more.

Other major sections of the catalog feature test instruments, recording equipment, sound equipment, intercoms and business communications gear, power supplies, electronic counters, chemicals, hardware, technical books, tools and solder equipment. Allied Electronics Catalog No. 710 sells for $2.00 (or no charge with order) and is available from Allied Electronics, 2400 W. Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60612.

solid-state rtty demodulator

The new Space One RTTY demodulator from J&J Electronics has a number of interesting features, including heavy-duty loop supply, regulated power supply, electronic keyer stage supplying plus and minus voltages with provisions for adjusting to 1 mA when driving diodes, as well as both 850 and 170 shifts, selectable from the front panel. The solid-state circuitry uses integrated-circuit amplifiers.
and high-voltage transistors for keying the loop supply.

The Space One uses standard tones of 2125 and 2975 Hz, has metered tuning (indicator lamps available as option), and provides a spare socket for the addition of a three-pole Butterworth bandpass input filter if local conditions warrant it. The basic unit is completely self-contained, including loop supply and fsk driver, and is ready to connect between your receiver and printer.

Several extra features are available at optional extra cost, including receive and standby indicator lamps, auto receive without motor-control relay, and auto-start plus motor control relay. Basic unit, less options, is $124.95. For more information, write to J&J Electronics, Windham Road, Canterbury, Connecticut 06331, or use check-off on page 94.

**video/rf selector-control center**

The new Alco CCV3 is a three-position control center that has many uses in video or rf layouts. Although it is suitable for switching low-power antenna systems it is designed primarily for controlling tv cameras and monitors. The unique push ON and push to RELEASE switches allow the operator to select equipment optionally at will. The unit uses standard type-UHF coaxial connectors, and no external power is required for operation. Crosstalk between adjacent channels is negligible. Price is $19.95. For more information use checkoff on page 94, or write to Alcoswitch Division of Alco Electronic Products, Inc., Post Office Box 1348, Lawrence, Massachusetts 01842.

---

**Digital Frequency Meter**

- Monitors your "transmitted" signal
- Measures kHz and MHz
- Operates with any exciter-transmitter (1 to 600 watts — up to 30 MHz)
- Large-bright "Nixie" display
- Now - 100 Hz (.1 kHz) Readout through 35 MHz

**FM-6 Kit . . . . $139.50**
(170 MHz Prescaler - $45.00 extra)

**Micro-Z Co.**
Box 2426 Rolling Hills, Calif. 90274

---

**FOREIGN HAMS**

**DO YOU NEED AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION COMPONENTS?**

Send us a list of your needs and we will give you a quotation on any standard American parts which you may require.

No longer need you avoid construction projects in Ham Radio or any other U. S. amateur publication because of hard to find parts. We'll find them and send them to you.

Send 4 IRC's for catalog.

**HAL DEVICES**
BOX 365 HF
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801 U.S.A.
SERIOUS ABOUT VHF?
432 MHz DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTER

All solid state. Silverplated, brass enclosure. Stripline 432 MHz circuits. Noise figure: 3.2, cross mod.: 80 mV min., gain 8-20 db, T-match output attenuator.
I.F. 144-146 MHz. Model DGTC 1702. $69.00
I.F. 28-30 MHz. Model DGTC 1710. $71.50
DUAL GATE MOSFET CONVERTER FOR TWO METERS

Noise figure: 2 or less. Excellent cross modulation and image rejection (116 MHz xtal oscillator) IF 28-30 MHz. All inductors shielded.
Model DGTC 22. $35.00
ALSO:
144/432 MHz VARACTOR TRIPLER
Model LVV 270. $75.00
144/432 MHz TRANSVERTER
Model TTV 1270. Spec. introductory offer: $37.50

two-meter fm antenna

Varitronics has recently introduced the Redhead, a two-meter groundplane antenna with 3.4-dB gain. This sturdily built, commercial quality antenna is adjustable for low swr over the entire two-meter band. Radials and radiator are made from heavy-gauge aluminum tubing, and the loading coil is well protected by a metal shield which is painted red (hence the nickname). The model AS-2HG Redhead antenna is rated at 250 watts cw, a-m or fm, and 500 watts PEP ssb. $18.95 from your local dealer. For more information, write to Varitronics Incorporated, Post Office Box 20665, Phoenix, Arizona 85036, or use check-off on page 94.

keyer memory kit

For hams who like to roll their own, Curtis Electro Devices has introduced a do-it-yourself diode-matrix message memory for their EK-39M, a combined keyer and message generator. The kit is an exact plug-in equivalent to the custom integrated-circuit memory which Curtis supplies individually pre-programmed per user instructions. It consists of six integrated circuits, a pre-drilled circuit board and 150 diodes plus other components and hardware. Complete instructions are provided.

Assembly requires no knowledge of logic techniques or Karnaugh maps. If you can send Morse, you can program the matrix. Programming and assembly time is three or four hours. The memory kit
yields three programs. A typical contest set are:

5NN03 DE W1DTY
CQ TEST CQ TEST DE W1DTY
DE W1DTY

In addition to operating convenience, the new message generator is expected to raise cw contest scores by boosting operator efficiency. The EK-39MK Diode Memory Kit is available now from dealers or direct from the manufacturer and is priced at $49.95. (The EK-39M is $179.95.) For more information write Curtis Electro Devices, Box 4090, Mountain View, California 94040, or use check-off on page 94.

motorola semiconductor kits

Two new construction kits with special "how to" project brochures have been introduced by Motorola HEP through its nationwide network of semiconductor distributors. The HEK-3 Radio Amateur Hobby Kit, retailing for $5.95, contains two rf/i-f linear integrated circuits and an RTL integrated circuit in addition to an HMA-36 special project brochure. Circuits in the brochure include a 6-meter preamp, 6-meter a-m modulator, 40-meter transmitter, video amplifiers and a microphone amplifier.

The HEK-4 Home Handyman Hobby Kit, retailing for $4.95, contains a silicon-controlled rectifier, a unijunction transistor, a silicon rectifier, a photo transistor and a silicon npn transistor. Special project brochure HMA-37 that comes with this kit shows 11 applications including a light dimmer, electronic timer, burglar alarm and code-practice oscillator.

The project brochures are free at HEP semiconductor distributors. HEP is Motorola's sales program for making semiconductor devices readily available to the experimenter through a nationwide network of authorized suppliers.
CIRCUIT BOARDS in 10 Minutes

with just a pair of scissors

try Cir-kit
Pressure Sensitive Copper Foil Tape and Sheet

- No Chemicals — No Mess
- No Layout Restrictions
- Full Instructions
- Simple Circuit Changes
- Flexible — Conforms to any surface shape
- Use for Crossovers — Either insulate with Teflon or Mylar or use other side of board.

A revolutionary new material for the construction of experimental and prototype "printed" circuit boards.

Cir-Kit is high purity .002" copper protected by lacquer and coated with an exclusive heat resistant pressure sensitive self adhesive. Just remove backing paper and place in selected position. Press down firmly. If modifications are necessary just rip it up and start over.

Cir-Kit can be used for modifying existing boards or building up new ones. The perfect answer for small quantity applications or one of a kind amateur projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5 feet 1/16&quot; or 1/8&quot; wide</th>
<th>$0.60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 feet 1/16&quot; or 1/8&quot; wide</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sheets 6" x 12" — $2.50 each
or 5 for $9.95

Order Now

Cir-kit
Box 592
AMHERST, N. H. 03031

Dealer Inquiries Invited
The World's Most Versatile Circuit Building System

mobilink

The Mobilink is a unique new product that will have wide acceptance among two-way radio users in the commercial field, CB, amateurs, and other operators who require constant monitoring of their mobile receivers. The Mobilink is helpful when out of the car or out of hearing range while on business calls, coffee breaks or lunch.

Mobilink is a low powered a-m transmitter used with a pocket receiver as an accessory for mobile communications, base stations, paging and intercom extensions. All calls and the exact content of messages will be heard up to 1/4 mile away on the small receiver. This is a great improvement over the systems that blow the car horn, or turn on the car lights. Mobilink has a greater usable distance, will not disturb others and will not discharge the car battery.

The Mobilink features easy installation — only connection needed is a pair of wires to the speaker; the internal 9-volt battery has shelf life in standard service due to the vox circuit that turns on the Mobilink transmitter only when a signal is received on the communications receiver. It can be used with all code, scramble and squelch systems without modification because it uses audio instead of an rf signal.

The Mobilink has 75 milliwatts input power, an antenna that adjusts from 5 to 18 inches, small size, weighs only 11 ounces, frequency of 27.263 MHz or any CB channel on request, crystal controlled, input impedance of 3 to 8 ohms, heavy aluminum construction, all solid-state
devices and made in U.S.A. Price is $44.95 complete with crystal, battery, connecting wire and antenna.

The Mobilink receiver is a small pocket size portable transistor circuit with 18-inch collapsible antenna, rf tuned circuit, crystal controlled, speaker, telephone, agc performance, 9-volt battery and carrying case. Comes complete ready to use with crystal for $24.95 postpaid. Mobilink transmitter and receiver set is $69.90 postpaid. Units and information are available from Herbert Salch & Co., Marketing Division of Tompkins Radio Products, Woodsboro, Texas 78393, or use check-off on page 94.

**continuous-tone encoder**

Automatically activated signal-tone encoders for use with two-way radio equipment have been announced by the Ross and White Company. Keyed by closing the transmitter microphone switch, the encoder generates a short duration tone burst which modulates the transmitter, and automatically activates tone-access repeaters, tone-operated receiver squelch circuits or other signalling devices.

The two models are the TE-2, with two switch-selected output tones, and the TE-5, with five tones. Frequency range is field adjustable from 1600 to 2800 Hz. The 0.5 second output tone burst is a 6-V p-p open-circuit sine wave, with output impedance adjustable in three steps. The all solid-state circuit uses commercial-

---

**at last**

**a SPEECH COMPRESSOR that REALLY WORKS**

- LOW DISTORTION CIRCUIT
- 5-10 DB IMPROVEMENT IN TALK POWER
- FULLY WIRED & TESTED NOT A KIT
- SEVERAL MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
- WORKS WITH PHONE PATCH
- Quality construction includes silicon transistors, FETs, glass circuit boards
- FULL WARRANTY—ONE YEAR
- Performance second to none
- INTRODUCTORY LOW PRICES — $22.50 to $34.95 (Illinois residents add 5% sales tax)

Write for specifications and information sheets (free)

Demonstration Tape cassette available ($2.00 deposit)

**WIRED AND TESTED INTERDIGITAL PRE-AMPLIFIERS**

by CADCO

Factory wired and aligned 6, 2 and 1-1/4 meter state of the art ultra low noise Interdigital Pre-amplifiers and filters - as featured this month in HAM RADIO!

**INTERDIGITAL PRE-AMPLIFIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price (in $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 MHz</td>
<td>IPA-50</td>
<td>29.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144 MHz</td>
<td>IPA-144</td>
<td>29.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220 MHz</td>
<td>IPA-220</td>
<td>29.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INTERDIGITAL BANDPASS FILTERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price (in $)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50 MHz</td>
<td>IS-BPF-50</td>
<td>19.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144 MHz</td>
<td>IS-BPF-144</td>
<td>19.00*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220 MHz</td>
<td>IS-BPF-220</td>
<td>19.00*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Plus $0.50 postage

Allow 3 weeks for receipt of order

BOB'S DISCOUNT ELECTRONICS

720 N. Hudson, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73102

(405) 232-1384
NEED CRYSTALS?

We can supply crystals from 2KHz to 80 MHz in many types of holders.

SPECIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color TV crystal (3579, 545KHz)</td>
<td>$1.60</td>
<td>4 for $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 KHz frequency standard crystal</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>RCA 13/131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 KHz frequency standard (HC6/U)</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>RCA 13/131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any CR crystal, trans, or rect.</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>(except synthesizer crystals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any amateur band crystal in FT-243</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>4 for $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 meter crystals in FT-243 holders</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have in stock over six million crystals which include types CR1A/AR FT243, FT241, MC7 HC6/U, HC13/U, HC25/U, HC18/U, etc. Send $10 for our 1970 catalog with oscillator circuits, listing thousands of frequencies in stock for immediate delivery. (Add 10¢ per crystal to above price for shipment 1st class mail, 15¢ each for air mail.)

Special Quantity Prices to Jobbers and Dealers.
ORDER DIRECT with check or money order to
2400 H Crystal Drive
Fort Myers, Florida 33901

THE BEST
2 METER CONVERTER

Model 407
$42.95 pd.

144-146 MHz in, 28-30 MHz out or 146-148 MHz with a second crystal available for $5.95 each

A full description of this fantastic converter would fill this page, but you can take our word for it (or those of thousands of satisfied users) that it’s the best. The reason is simple - we use three RCA dual gate MOSFETS, one bipolar, and 3 diodes in the best circuit ever. Still not convinced? Then send for our free catalog and get the full description, plus photos and even the schematic.

Can’t wait? Then send us a postal money order for $42.95 and we’ll rush the 407 out to you. NOTE: The Model 407 is also available in any frequency combination up to 450 MHz (some at higher prices) as listed in our catalog. New York City and State residents add local sales tax.

VANGUARD LABS
Dept. R, 196-23 Jamaica Ave., Hollis, N.Y. 11423

grade American-made components and silicon semi-conductors on an epoxy-fiberglass circuit board.

The encoders and their 9-V batteries are housed in 2-1/8 x 1-1/8 x 3-1/4-inch plastic cases, and are connected to the transmitter microphone circuit with a 15-inch shielded cable. Installation typically requires 20 minutes or less. An aluminum bracket is provided for mounting the encoder.

The price of the TE-2 is $29.95, and for the TE-5, $39.95. For further information, contact Ross and White Company, 50 West Dundee Road, Wheeling, Illinois 60090, or use check-off on page 94.

QRPP magazine

Ade Weiss, K8EEG, long time QRP enthusiast, has launched a new bimonthly, now in its second year, for the QRPP amateur radio operator. To the uninitiated, QRPP is an extension of the Q signal QRP which is applied to amateur operation of less than five watts. The new magazine, The Milliwatt: National Journal of QRPP, is devoted exclusively to under-five-watt amateur radio, and has featured technical articles, construction projects, operating news, QRPP WAS standings and QRPP log selections. The first volume includes construction projects for transistor transmitters and receivers for 3.5, 7 and 14 MHz, QRPP wattmeters, dummy loads and SWR meters, articles on propagation, operating procedures and other applications of general theory to the specific requirements of very low power operation. The Milliwatt is published six times a year; subscriptions are $3.00 annually, $3.40 first-class mail. A reprint of the entire Volume I is available, $4.00 postpaid. Subscriptions and general queries to Wes Mattox, K6ELJ/2, 115 Park Avenue, Binghamton, New York 13903. Articles and operating news to Adrian Weiss, Editor, The Milliwatt, Meckling, South Dakota 57044.
Our value engineering and advanced methods of production are not restricted to our manufacturing efforts alone. One of the bases for our success has been our ability to market products equal or superior to other makes, at a lesser cost to the amateur.

The introduction of foreign made products, sold on a direct basis, has offered an interesting new challenge to our marketing department, and we believe they have developed the ideal solution.

Introducing Swan's new SALES PROGRAM
You can now buy any Swan equipment direct from our factory at substantially reduced prices. If you wish to trade, or desire individual financing, purchase your Swan equipment from one of our authorized Swan dealers, at a price slightly higher than the factory price. Either way, you are now able to have proven, American made amateur radio equipment, at prices competitive with any foreign made products.

Write for our 1971 Swan catalog. It contains photos, descriptions, specifications, and the new Factory Direct Prices for every piece of equipment we make. (Did you know Swan manufactures over 50 different pieces of amateur radio equipment?)

SWAN ELECTRONICS
A Subsidiary of Cubic Corporation

SWAN Factory
305 Airport Road
Oceanside, CA. 92054
Phone: (714) 757-7525

Eastern Office
P. O. Box 151
Freehold, N.J. 07728
Phone: (201) 431-0707

SWAN Electronics, 305 Airport Road,
Oceanside, CA. 92054 Phone: (714) 757-7525

Gentlemen:
Please send me the 1971 Swan catalog.

Name__________________________
Street________________________
City__________________________
State__________________________Zip____________
Call__________________________
NEW!
SECOND EDITION
Long considered “THE” book on Quads
this latest edition has

New — Revised gain figures for Quads
New — Delta Quad, Swiss Quad, Birdcage Quad
New — Analysis of Quad vs. Yagi — which is best?
New — Miniature Quad construction and performance
New — Monster Quads — power gains up to 14!
New — Correct dimensions for single and multiband Quads, 6 thru 80 meters
New — Improved Tri-Gamma match feeds triband Quad efficiently with one line
PLUS . . . The exhaustive detail which made the 1st edition so popular.

Listen to these famous DX’ers

KH6IJ: “A storehouse of valuable new information. W6SAI Quads land that Sunday punch in a pile-up.”
W6AM: “A tremendous help to new and old alike. Packed with useful, accurate data.”
VS6AZ: “a must for every DX-minded ham! Makes Quad building and adjustment easy.”

Still only $3.95 Postpaid

4th EDITION —
Just released

For many years the “Bestseller” on beam antennas, this hand-book covers all areas of the subject, both theory and practice. This new fourth edition has been updated to insure that the reader has the very latest information available.

It includes many special features such as:

• Correct dimensions — 6 thru 40 meters
• Are 40 meter compact beams worth the effort?
• Exclusive 25 year bibliography of important beam antenna articles

Whether you plan to build or buy — DX or rag chew — you need this book.

What Famous DX-er’s Say:

W4BPD: “I’ve listened to W6SAI beams from all over the world and they work. The Beam Antenna Handbook is my bible.”
5Z4ERR: “Vital for DX-er’s who want results.”
W9I0P: “Top beam performance separates the men from the boys in pile-ups. This book tells you how to achieve it.”
W4KFC: “The most Borrowed publication on my bookshelf!”

Only $4.95 Postpaid

Order from

comtec

BOOKS

BOX 592
AMHERST, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03031
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More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
At last—Drake quality in a
VHF FM Transceiver

Marker Luxury

The best of the Japanese, the Marker Luxury VHF FM Transceiver is built for and distributed and backed by the R. L. Drake Co.

- Exceptional receiver
- Backed by R. L. Drake
- Complete package for...

$329.95
Includes transceiver, two channels supplied, mobile mount, microphone, coax cable, Hustler antenna, and built-in AC-DC power supply.

SPECIFICATIONS

General
Frequency Coverage 144-148 MHz
Number of Channels 12 Channels, 2 supplied
Modulation Frequency Modulation
Transmitter Control Push-to-Talk
Power Drain AC: Receive 6 Watts Transmit 50 Watts
DC: Receive 0.5 Amps Transmit 4 Amps
Power Source (Built-in) AC: 117 Volts 50-60 Hz
DC: 13.5 Volts ± 10%.
Dimensions 7½” W x 2½” H x 10¼” D.
Weight 8½ lbs.
Standard Accessories Dynamic Microphone, Hustler Antenna, Antenna Connector Plug, AC/DC Cord, Speaker Plug.

Transmitter—transistorized with 6360 output tube
RF Output Power Greater than 10 Watts
Frequency Deviation Adjustable to 15 kHz maximum
Frequency Stability ±.001% or less
Spurious Radiation Greater than —80 dB below Carrier
Output impedance 50 ohms

Receiver—completely transistorized
Receiver Circuit Crystal-controlled Double Conversion Superheterodyne
Intermediate Frequencies 1st 10.7 MHz, 2nd 455 kHz
Input Impedance 50 to 75 Ohms
Sensitivity
0.5 μV or less for 20 dB quieting.
1 μV or less (30 dB S+N/N ratio at 10 kHz deviation with 1 kHz modulation)
Spurious Sensitivity Greater than —60 dB.
Audio Output
0.5 Watt with 10% or less distortion.

See at your distributor, or write for details...

R.L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 RICHARD ST., MIAMISBURG, OHIO 45342

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
Solid-State--Programable
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

The SPR-4 outperforms the best tube receiver, and has all advantages of solid state design... low power consumption, high stability and reliability.

Model SPR-4 $499.95
Amateur Net

ACCESSORIES: Noise Blanker, 100 kHz Calibrator, MS-4 Speaker, AL-4 Loop Antenna for 15-1.5 MHz, Transceive Adaptor (T-4XB), DC Power Cord, Crystals.

PROGRAMABLE for any interest... SWL, Ham, lab, BC, marine, etc. • Only FETs in signal path • Linear VFO with 1 kHz readout • Covers 150-500 kHz plus any 23 ranges (500 kHz wide) • 500-30 MHz • 10 ranges furnished, others $5.00 each • Coverage easily changed • 3 band-widths: 0.4, 2.4 and 4.8 kHz for CW, SSB and AM • Built-in spkr • Notch filter • 115 or 220 VAC, or 12 VDC • Dimens: 10¼” W x 5½” H x 12¼” D, WL 14 lbs.

Available at your local distributor.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

BOOKS

TRY QRP
"SOLID-STATE QRP PROJECTS”
by Ed. Noll W3FQJ

FET Rigs
BIPOLAR Rigs
IC Rigs
QRPP Rigs
Antennas

PRICE $4.25 ($5.00 Foreign) 128 Pages

TRY A TRIANGLE
"73 VERTICAL, BEAM AND TRIANGLE ANTENNAS”
by Ed. Noll W3FQJ

1/2 & 3/8 Verticals
Phased Verticals
Phased Horizontals
Yagi's
Quads

PRICE $4.95 ($5.95 Foreign) 160 Pages

TRIANGLE ANTENNAS
BOX 276 • WARRINGTON, PA. 18976

COMONENTS

QRP FET’S
TWO 1.8W POWER FET’S
SILICONIX 2N3970
For Experimental Use

PRICE $10.75 (Pa. res. add 6% Sales Tax)

40M
TURNSTILE TRIANGLE
DOES A FINE JOB ON
10, 15 and 20 TOO

PRICE $12.75 (Pa. res. add 6% Sales Tax)
MECHANICAL FILTERS: 455 Khz. 2.1 Khz $18.95. 300 Hz $22.95. J. A. Fredricks, 314 South 13th Ave., Yakima, Washington 98902.

CANADIANS — Racal RA17-C12 C/W RA63SSB and RA137-B/LF components. 10KC thru 30MC. RX. Details contact G. Stewart, 26 Dominion Bay, Thompson, Man. 677-5802.

RADIO CONTROLLED GARAGE DOOR Opener. Om's! Be kind to your XYL and your car. Now the car will be where it belongs; in the garage. Not a kit. Shipped ready for installation with easy to follow instructions. Write for free brochure. No special equipment required. You'll be pleasantly surprised. Radio Door Co., P. O. Box 282, Pomona, New York 10970. QSLs, Second to none. Same day service. Samples 25¢. Ray, K7HRL, Box 331, Cleatfield, Utah 84015.


WANTED: R930, R390A, R389. 5154. 5151. Racial, Nems, Clarke, Marconi receivers; SWRC, P. O. Box 10048, Kansas City, Missouri 64111.

DON'T BUY QSL CARDS from anyone until you see my free samples. Fast service. Economical prices. Little Print Shop, Box 9848, Austin, Texas 78745.

"DON AND BOB" NEW GUARANTEED Buys. Dealer Tempo, Kenwood. Write specifications. Monarch H50-111. SWR-Reflexive Power Amplifier Bridge, now 14.95; Regency HR2 2M. FM. (freq. 2200) 195.00. Hyggin TH6Dxx 130.00; Hyoud 104.00. Swan H500. Mosley Classic 134; Ham-M 99.00. TR44 59.95; RCA 5150. 35.00; with Motorola HEP 170 2.5A 1000PIV Epoxy diode 39¢; Amerplex 8802 32.00; 5146B 4.45. Write quote Drake SPR4. Prices FOB Houston, GECC finance. Madca Electronics, 1508 McKinney, Houston, Texas 77002. (713) 224-2668.

TRANSCIEVER SR-150 and P-150C, complete with crystals for five bands and calibrator, excellent condition. Also Turner SSM; TR-4, $350.00. Free shipping. McFolin, W4WRU, 710 Dellwood Road, Huntsville, Alabama 35802.

WAB CONTEST. The Cannock Chase Amateur Radio Society is hosting several contests for certificate hunters looking for the Worked All Britain (WAB) award. These contests include all bands from 1.8 to 28 MHz, with both cw and phone sections. Frequencies are divided into the following groups: 1.8 to 28 MHz, and LF, 1.8, 3.5 and 7 MHz. HF phone contest is 14 March; HF cw contest is 28 March; LF phone contest is 4 April; LF cw contest is 11 April. For more information, write W4JRC. Radio AMateur, 3139 California Rd, C3ABG, 24 Walhousie St., Cannock, Staffs., England.

SURPLUS MILITARY RADIOS, Electronics, Radar Parts, tons of material for the ham, free catalogue available. Sabre Industries, 1370 Sargent Ave., Winnipeg 21, Manitoba, Canada.

TELL YOUR FRIENDS about Ham Radio Magazine.
NEW G&G CATALOG!

MILITARY ELECTRONICS

24 FAGES, crammed with Govt. Surplus Electronic Gear - the Biggest Bargain Buys in America! It will pay you to order your copy - Refunded with your 1st order.

BC-645 TRANSEIVER 15 tubes, 435 to 500 Mc.
- Easily adapted for 2-way voice or code on Ham.
- Mobile, Television Experimental, and Citizens Bands.
- With tubes, less power supply in factory carton, BRAND NEW....$16.95.

TRANSMITTER has 4 tubes: WE-316A, 2-6F6, 777
- RECEIVER has 11 tubes: 2-955, 4-847, 2-7E6., 3-7F7
- RECEIVER I.F.: 40 Megacycles
- Size: 10-1/2" x 13-1/2" x 4-1/2".
- Shpg wt 25 lbs.

SPECIAL OFFER: BC-645 Transceiver, Dynamotor and all accessories, including mounting, UHF Antenna Assemblies, control box, complete set of connectors and plug.
- Brand New....$26.95.

AM/APR - 4Y FM & AM RECEIVER: "FBI" for Satellite Tracking!
- High precision lab instrument, for monitoring and measuring frequency and relative signal strength.
- 38 to 600 Mc., in 5 tuning ranges. For 110 v 60 cycle AC.
- Built-in power supply. Original circuit diagram included. Check out.
- Perfect. LIKE NEW....$88.50.

All tuning units available for above.

THROAT MIKE, NEW....$1.15.

SCD-274 COMMUNICATIONS PRACTICE SYSTEM NEW....$24.50.

IF-69/A/A-2 INDICATOR 3" scope.
- Front panel controls: Vertical Pos, horizontal pos. sensitivity, focus, gain, width, center freq. Pan.
- Operates on 115 V 300 to 1000 cps.
- Complete with tubes. LIKE NEW....$24.50.

BC-929 US GOVT SCOPE INDICATOR
- Compact radio display unit uses 3811. A favorite with TVY fans as foundation for converter with cross-line scope presentation. Also for Hams: Modulation-monitor functions.
- Complete with all tubes. LIKE NEW....$16.95.

RC-300/AIC PUSHPULL AMPLIFIER
- A tube push pull amplifier with dynamotor, works on 28 VDC, Automatic gain control.
- Shpg wt 15 lbs. LIKE NEW....$4.95.

FREQUENCY METER MODEL LM
- Fine general purpose Navy unit, range 125 to 20,000 Kcs.
- Operates on 12/24 VDC & 600 V DC.
- Complete with tubes, crystal, calib., book. Check out, EXCELLENT USE....$59.50.
- As above, less book $24.50 AC Power Supply, $19.50.

McELROY AUTOMATIC KEYER FOR keying transmitter or for code practice, Photoelectric cell & sensitive relay. Variable speed motor 110V 60 cy.
- Complete with tubes, EXC. USE....$11.25.

BC-733 RECEIVER Receives radio signals being transmitted by US satellite on approx. 108 Mc., AM, crystal-controlled on 6 preset freqs. In 108.3 to 110.3 Mc range. Operates on 12/24 V DC & 220 V DC 80 Ma. Complete with 10 tubes.
- Can be converted to FM Receiver 80 to 108 Mc, Exc. Use....$59.95.
- BC-732A Control Box for above, NEW....1,75.

T-41 / APS - 18 TRANSMITTER
- ANTEU U-2 RECEIVER, 4 tube push pull amplifier. Contains AN/ APR-21 TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER.
- Operated on any preset frequency within VHF range 152-174 Mc. FM, Reliable voice communication over moderate distances. Includes antenna, handset H-33 and two carrying straps.
- Size 12x8-1/4x5-3/4, WT 15 lbs.
- LIKE NEW, complete....$69.50.

AM-26/AIC PHASE INVERTER AMP.
- LIKE NEW....$6.95.

DUAL AMPLIFIER has two input circuits each feeding a single 6SN7GT twin triode amplifier.
- Complete with 115V 60 cy, power supply using 6X5GT rectifier. complete....$5.95.

IF-69/A/A-2 INDICATOR 3" scope.
- Front panel controls: Vertical Pos, horizontal pos. sensitivity, focus, gain, width, center freq. Pan.
- Operates on 115 V 300 to 1000 cps.
- Complete with tubes. LIKE NEW....$24.50.

TS-100AP TEST OSCILLOSCOPE Small portable instrument used to test and calibrate range measuring circuits of radar systems. Used for viewing short video pulses on 3rd screen. Power supply: 115 or 230 V 50-1200 cps.
- Complete with plugs, cables....$59.50.

TS-126/AP RANGE CALIBRATOR TEST SCOPE Top quality 2" scope with all positioning, focus, gain and intensity controls.
- Complete with tubes and cables. NEW....$24.50.
- Demilitarized, like new....$13.75.

TELEPHONE TYPE RELAY Made by J. H. Bunnell, has adjustable sensitivity. 150 ohm coil, NEW....$3.45.

128 / APT TRANSMITTER radar jamming covering freq. 140 to 210 Mc. Osc. Amp. Plate, Grid Plate & Mixer Plate controls on front panel.
- Complete with tubes. 7-1/2x2x10. Shpg wt 40 lbs. LIKE NEW....$32.50.

TECHNICAL DATA: 25% Discount with order, balance C.O.D. or wire Remittance in Full, Minimum order $6.00 F.O.B. NYC. Subject to prior sale and price change.

G&G RADIO ELECTRONICS COMPANY
45-47 Warren St. (2nd Fl.), New York, N.Y. 10007 Ph. 212-267-4605

SEND 25c
Wimmer.

4 for $5.00. Write: Roanoke Valley ARC. Van

Joseph Benton

Transmitter-receiver: Gonset

STOLEN from Red Cross emergency communi-

VIRGINIA STATE ARRL CONVENTION - May 22.23.

serial

War Memorial Building. Vinton. Va. Largest Flea

dance. $1.00 per person. Registration: $1.50 ea.

phone 316-262-2611.

Dance. $1.00 per person. Registration: $1.50 ea.

town. Pa. 18103. Samples

DANCE- 28

falls

9:00

MICHIGAN - 24.000 square ft. for the

own selling? Rent one of our swap tables. If that

THE CHICAGO SUBURBAN

AM PREPARING an article on busy and creative

persons over 65. Would like to get in touch with

any who are hams. L. H. Dick, R. D. 3, Box 374,

Newtown, N. J. 07860.

NOVICE CRYSTALS: 40-15M $1.38. 80M $1.83.


Florida 32784.

BOOKS: Don't miss our ad on pages 48 and 49

Comtec.

See your DEALER for DRAKE products

MONARCH SWR AND POWER METER

Reads output and reflected power simultaneous-

may be left in line up to 2000 watts. Low

insertion loss. Size 5x2x2. Good to 175 Mhz.

PRICE $14.95 Insured Postage & Handling $1.50

MADISON ELECTRONICS SUPPLY

1508 McKinney - HOUSTON, TEXAS 77002

(713) 224-2668

Radio amateur callbook

Radio Amateur Emblems engraved with your call letters.

Charm $6.00 Ea.

[Blank] [Blank] [Blank] [Blank]

Bar $6.00 Ea.

[Blank] [Blank] [Blank] [Blank]

Lapel Pin $6.00 Ea.

[Blank] [Blank] [Blank] [Blank]

Two or more call letters at the same time.$5.00 each.

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 94
COAXIAL DUMMY LOAD B & W Waters CDL-1K.
1500 Watt Ohm Dummy Load. DC to 150 Mhz.
Brand new with built-in Fan (115 VAC) Orig.
$280.00 net. Sale $80.00.

B&W/WATERS TPC-120 W Transistor Power
Supply. 120 Watt 12 V. Input 500/250/660 Volts
out at 120 Watt total. Brand new. (2 lbs.)
Reg. $170.80. Sale $39.95.

WATERS MODEL 346 Nuverter. 2 & 6 M VHF
converter. New. Orig. $175.00 net. Sale $80.00.

B & W BBC-3.5 K PLATE CH OKE. 2 to 30 Mhz
5 KV and 2 amperes. Brand new. Orig. $25.00
plus. Sale $6.00.

COLLINS - 75A1 Receiver. $195.00
COLLINS - 75A4 Receiver. $350.00.

COLLINS - 32V2 Xmtf. $175.00
TM C - GPR-90 RDX w/TMC GS B-1 — (a $2000.
et value) $495.00.

HP-415B SWR METER, good @ $89.95.
HP-5214L PRESET COUNTER, x/int @ $495.00.
HP-491A TWT AMPLIFIER, 2-4 GHZ @ $125.00.
HP-392A TWT AMPLIFIER, 4-8 GHZ @ $125.00.
HP-430CR BOLOMETER BRIDGE, good @ $89.95.
HP-200AB AUDIO OSCILLATOR, needs work.
HP-X810B SLOTTED SECTION, good @ $75.00.
HEATH 10-18 5' LAB SCOPE new, wired @ $95.00.

SILICON BRIDGE RECTIFIER. Tested at 6000
volts and 1 Amp. (4 separate rectifiers mounted
on Nylon card.) 2 oz. Sale $4.95.

R AY TRACK DX 2000L. 2000 W. PEP Linear
Amplifier. 10 thru 80 meters. (115 V or 230
aAC @ 50/60 Hz.) Uses pair of Elmac 3-500Z's.
$699.00 with separate 42 lb. supply.

ROTRON HIGH-POWER BLOWER. 110/220V.
50/60 Hz, 3350 RPM. 6" Dia. wheel. 1/4 x
2%" (r/e) $17.95.

COLLINS CHOKES: 4 Hy @ 500 Ma. 2.5 KV at
9.95; 12 Hy @ 500 Ma. 12 KV at $19.95.

D.P. TRIPLE THROW HEAVY DUTY R.F. SWITCH.
2 KW. Ceramic insul. Sil. plated contacts. $6.95.

4 SECTION 4 POLE MULTI-POSITION SWITCH.
Ceramic insul. Silver plated contacts $9.95.

1000 WATT IN LINE WATT METER.
1000 Watts continuous, 2-30 Mega-
Hertz. Dummy Load Position. 3
scales: 0-10, 0-100, 0-1000 Watts.
VSWR Function, 50 Ohm imped-
ance. This 1000 Watt wattmeter
absorbs negligible power; continu-
ously monitors radiated power. A
power A change from dummy load to an-
tenna, or between two antennas.

WIDE-VUE 4" PRECISION METER, 0-1 MA.
brand new $4.99.

HALLCRAFTERS SX-73, SIMILAR TO
SP-600.

HUNTER BANDIT 2000B, with (4) new 572B
tubes $275.00.

HATFIELD (ENGLISH) DELUXE BALUN MODEL
B60 (52 to 75 ohm) $9.95.

HATFIELD (ENGLISH) DELUXE BALUN MODEL
B61 (75 to 75 ohm) $9.95.

RCA 10000.000 Khz CRYSTAL. Only $3.50

ROHN GROUND OR ROOF MODEL #25G (40
foot) COMMUNICATIONS TOWER finest heavy
guage 1/2" steel tubing, hot-dip, galvanized,
complete with hardware. $207.00.
(Specify ground or roof mount.) FOB factory. Ill.

Cash Paid . . . Fast! For your unused TUBES,
Semiconductors, RECEIVERS, VAC. VARIABLES.
TEST EQUIPMENT, ETC. Write or call Now! Barry,
W2LNI. We Buy!

We ship all over the World. DX Hams only. See
Barry for the new Alpha 70. (See front inside
cover of this magazine.)

Send $35 for 104 page catalog #20.

BARRY ELECTRONICS
DEPT. H-3 — PHONE A/C 212-925-7000
512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012

Station Console puts you in
COMPLETE CONTROL

Model C-4 Amateur Net $299.95

Puts complete station control at operator's fingertips . . .

Available at your local distributor.

R. L. DRAKE COMPANY
540 Richard Street
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342
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SETH THOMAS DIGITAL CLOCKS with seconds indication reg. $27.95 value only $13.95 postpaid while they last. Laboratory tested for value or trade. Singer Meters Spectralumalyzer SPA2 2.00CPS 15MC $800.00 new cost $3500.00, HP520A 1MC $375.00, HP520C 1MC $575.00, GR605C sig gen 500K-5MC cal about $250.00. ME74/U AC VTM like new $50.00, TS75A/U AC/DC VTM like new $50.00. HP 5000 JX Rf cal $500.00. More units are included. Want HP608D, E,F, or 390A series rec. Wisconsin Dairy Co., P. O. Box 36, Syracuse, Indiana 46567.

ELECTRONICS YOUR BAG? Looking for an electronics course ... that you can pay for by the subject and take only the subjects you need? ... that you can change into ANY PHASE of electronics at your own completion of basics, WITH NO LIMITS? For full information, write: EDECO ENTERPRISES INC., P. O. Box 432, Sparks, Nev. 89431.

TOROIDS 44 and 88 mhy. Unpotted, 5 for $1.50 ppd. W. Weinschenker, Box 353, Irwin, Pa. 15642.

WORLD QSL BUREAU — See ad page 90.

PLEASE, need type H coil for old HRO receiver. Also want 6 & G cash or trade, W2IMB, P. O. Box 721, Westfield, N. J. 07090.


WANTED — DUPLEXER for 148.01 MHz receive and 143.99 MHz transmit. State manufacturer, condition, model and price. WA4VNN, 1013 Pecan Drive, Monroeville, Alabama 36460.

COLLINS KILOWATT linear amplifier 30S-1 excellent condition, $50.00, KG5B, 100 Webb Ave., Ocean Grove, New Jersey 07756.

VHF NOISE BLANKER — See Westcom ad in Nov., Dec. '70 and Mar., '71 Ham Radio.

THE SPRING AUCTION OF THE ROCKAWAY ARC will take place Friday evening April 25, 1971 at 8:00 P.M. at Dr. Al Smith's home (2184 Irish Channel Drive at Beach 81st St., Rockaway Beach, N. Y.). Come to the best auction in the New York Area. For further info write to Al Smith, W2TAO, Auction Chairman, P. O. Box 341, Lynbrook, N. Y. 11563.

YOUR AD belongs here too. Commercial ads 25¢ per word. Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word. Commercial advertisers write for special discounts for standing ads not changed each month.

THE ONLY AUTHORITATIVE QRPP handbook: The Milliwatt: National Journal of QRPP, 125 pages, 10 QRPP transmitters, 2 receivers, accessories; Construction plans, Laboratory work on CW, SSB, CW, DX, standing; articles on technical subjects for the QRPP operator. Volume I, $4.00, SASE for table of contents. Ade Weis, K6ΕΕΕG/0, The Milliwatt, Medlock, Sd 57044.

THE MACK ANNOUNCES the 1971 ARRL Great Lakes Division Convention. Date: March 27, 1971. Place: Muskegon Community College, Quarterline Road, Muskegon, Michigan. Advance tickets $2.00, at the door $2.25. Large swap & shop, meetings for all MARS programs, VHF repeater program, radio & traffic meetings, RTTY forum program, Ham TV program, races-CQ program, micsars program, QSO meeting, and much more! Complete luncheon facilities, parking for over one thousand cars. Easy access: Interstate 196 & US-31 to Muskegon; Junction of US-31 & Michigan 46. Complete new and comfortable facilities at Muskegon Area ARC, Box 691, Muskegon, Michigan 49443.

THE NATIONAL HAM RADIO CONVENTION will be held April 24, 25, 26, 1971 at the Wisconsin State Fair Park, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. A unique opportunity to see the latest in equipment, accessories, and publications. Many programs of interest to all classes of amateurs. For more information write to the Convention Secretary, National HAM Radio Convention, 5110 W. Wells Blvd., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53214.

See your favorite dealer or order direct.

ANTENNA MATCHING TRANSFORMERS

- 50 ohm coax to 50 ohm balanced load (for doublets & inverted vee's) $14.95
- 50 ohm coax to 75 ohm balanced load (for doublets and quad) $14.95
- 50 ohm coax to 75, 120, and 140 ohm load (for single feed three band quad) $18.95
- Other impedance ratios available on request. Complete units are rated at full legal power and shipped post paid. Calif. residents add 5% sales tax.

H & H ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 68, La Mirada, Calif. 90638

ANTENNA MATCHING TRANSFORMERS

- 50 ohm coax to 50 ohm balanced load (for doublets & inverted vee's) $14.95
- 50 ohm coax to 75 ohm balanced load (for doublets and quad) $14.95
- 50 ohm coax to 75, 120, and 140 ohm load (for single feed three band quad) $18.95
- Other impedance ratios available on request. Complete units are rated at full legal power and shipped post paid. Calif. residents add 5% sales tax.

H & H ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 68, La Mirada, Calif. 90638

WORLD PREFIX MAP — Full color, 40° x 28", shows prefixes on each country ... DX zones, time zones, cities, cross referenced tables ... postpaid $1.25

RAADIO AMATEURS GREAT CIRCLE CHART OF THE WORLD — From the center of the United States! Full color, 30° x 25", listing Great Circle bearings in degrees for six major U.S. cities; Boston, Washington, D.C., Miami, Seattle, San Francisco & Los Angeles. ... postpaid $1.25

RAADIO AMATEURS MAP OF NORTH AMERICA — Full color, 30° x 25" — includes Central America and the Caribbean to the equator, showing call areas, zone boundaries, prefixes and time zones, FCC frequency chart, plus informative information on each of the 50 United States. ... postpaid $1.25

WORLD ATLAS — Only atlas compiled for radio amateurs. Packed with world-wide information — includes 11 maps, in 4 colors with zone boundaries and country prefixes on each map. Also includes a polar projection map of the world plus a map of the Antarctica - a complete set of maps of the world. 20 pages, size 8 1/4" x 12" ... postpaid $2.00

See your favorite dealer or order direct.

Write for free brochure!
Extended “SAROC” Bonus

Galaxy GT-550
- More Power
- More Sensitivity
- More Stability
- More for Your Money

Galaxy GT-550 TRANSCEIVER $550.00
Galaxy AC-400 AC POWER SUPPLY 99.95
HY-GAIN TH3MK3 TRI-BAND BEAM No Charge

(RGular Ham Net $144.95)

Complete Package Only $649.95
($794.90 Value)

L.A. Electronix Sales
“Home of L.A. Amateur Radio”
23044 CRENSHAW BLVD., TORRANCE, CALIF. 90505
213-534-4456 — 213-534-4402

U.S.A. Coin Guide
Show the value of over 1400 United States coins. Only $1.00.
Bells Coin Shop
Box 276
Tolleson, Arizona 85353

NEW! REPEATER IDENTIFIER!
The black box you’ve been asking for:
- NO MOW OR CID EVERY 3 MINUTES
- ALL SOLID STATE, -12 TO -28VDC
- 100VA CARRIER RELAY, AUDIBLE MONITOR
- MEETS FCC REQUIREMENTS, -40 TO -140°F
Complete, programmed (DE YOUR CALL), $129.95 plus shipping (4 pounds)
Box 4090, Mountain View, Calif. — 94040

WORLD QSL BUREAU
THE ONLY QSL BUREAU to handle all of your QSLs to anywhere; next door, the next state, the next country, the whole world. Just bundle them up (please arrange alphabetically) and send them to us with payment of 4¢ each.
5200 Panama Ave., Richmond, CA USA 94804

SURPLUS CRYSTAL FILTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part #</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.0X6.0 115 MHz - 36 KHZ</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 dB</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 KHZ - 10 KHZ</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTL MOD</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTL MOD</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREE CATALOG FILTERS & CORES NEW & SURPLUS H, 1, 3, 32
CARTONY "E" TOROID CORES
2" DIA T-200-2 EACH $2.75 OR 3 FOR $7.00
6" DIA T-68-2 EACH $5.00 OR 7 FOR $2.75
50 DIA T-30-2 EACH $4.50 OR 8 FOR $2.75
MINIMUM POSTAGE ORDER 2.75 TOTAL

E.S. Electronic Labs
301 AUGUSTUS, EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, MO 64024

20th Anniversary DAYTON HAMVENTION 24 April 1971
Wampler’s Hara Arena
Technical Session • Exhibits • Ladies Program • Hidden Transmitter Hunt • Flea Market • Awards • Banquet
Dept: Box 44, Dayton, Ohio 45401
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Tymeter®
"Time At A Glance"

9:37
24 Hour Clock

At Your Dealer, or
DIRECT FROM

Tymeter Electronics
7249 Frankstown Ave.
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15208

Pennwood Numechron Co.

Amateur Luncheon Club
SSB Annual Dinner
at the Engineers Club
32 West 40th Street, New York City
March 23, 1971, Noon
Limited Seating
Tickets available through W2PF

Electronic Fist ... The Professional Keyer

Every feature you need for easy, accurate CW
- Iambic for Squeeze Key
- Variable Weighting for DX
- Message Generator for Contest
- Colors to Match Your Rig

Kits or Wired. Prices Start at $69.95
Write for Free Information

Curtis Electro Devices
Box 4090, Mountain View, California 94040

5 India Pennies $1.00
100 Foreign Coins $3.95

Bells Coin Shop
Box 276
Tolleson, Arizona 85353

See your Dealer for Drake products

Fire & Burglar Alarms
1971 Handbook & Catalog

Save Hundreds of Dollars

Professional equipment from famous manufacturers. Easy step by step illustrated instructions, no special tools required. Save up to 75% This handbook is a must for every homeowner and businessman. Just $1 cash, check or M.O.

Alarm Component Distributors
33 New Haven Ave., Dept. HR
Milford, Conn. 06460

A Handsome Pair Matching
Bound Volumes and Binders

Binders $3.95
1969 & 1970 Bound Volumes each $14.95

Ham Radio Magazine
Greenville, N. H. 03048

FIRE & BURLGAR ALARMS
1971 Handbook & Catalog

Save Hundreds of Dollars

Professional equipment from famous manufacturers. Easy step by step illustrated instructions, no special tools required. Save up to 75%. This handbook is a must for every homeowner and businessman. Just $1 cash, check or M.O.

ALARM COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS
33 New Haven Ave., Dept. HR
Milford, Conn. 06460

See your Dealer for Drake products

AMATEUR LUNCHEON CLUB
SSB ANNUAL DINNER
at the ENGINEERS CLUB
32 West 40th Street, New York City
MARCH 23, 1971, Noon
Limited Seating
Tickets available through W2PF

ELECTRONIC FIST ... THE PROFESSIONAL KEYER

Every feature you need for easy, accurate CW
- IAMBIC FOR SQUEEZE KEY
- VARIABLE WEIGHTING FOR DX
- MESSAGE GENERATOR FOR CONTEST
- COLORS TO MATCH YOUR RIG

KIT OR WIRED. PRICES START AT $69.95
WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION

Curtis Electro Devices
Box 4090, Mountain View, California 94040

5 India Pennies $1.00
100 Foreign Coins $3.95

Bells Coin Shop
Box 276
Tolleson, Arizona 85353

A HANDSOME PAIR MATCHING
BOUND VOLUMES and BINDERS

Binders $3.95
1969 & 1970 Bound Volumes each $14.95

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE
GREENVILLE, N. H. 03048
Hi-Sensitivity Wide-Band AM/FM RCVR
38-1000 MHZ: AN/ALR-5 consists of brand-new Tuner/Converter CV-253/ALR in original factory pack and an ex, used, checkered, graded, main rcvr R-444 modified for 120 v, 50/60 Hz. Packed with each tuner is the factory checkout sheet. The one we opened showed SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uw at 38.3 mh, 0.9 at 133 mh, 5 at 538 mh, 4.2 at 775 MHz, 1 at 1 ghz.
With book & power input plug, all for 275.00
30 MHz Panadapter for the above 97.50
R-390/URR Rcvr: Collins xit-zero-beating, driftless rtr, gtd 100% perfect, w/book R-390A/URR has mech. filters, gtd perfect 995.00
SP-600-JX 0.5-54 MHz perfect, w/book Nems-Clarke 13025 55-260 MHz AM/FM/CW 495.00

PP-105/U: Metered. Knob-adjustable 90-270 v up to 80 ma dc; also select an AC of 6.3 v 5A, or 12.6 v 2 1/2 A or 28 v 2 1/2 A. With mating output plug & all tech. data. Shpg. wt. 50 lbs. 19.50
BARGAINS WHICH THE ABOVE WILL POWER:
LM-50 freq. Meter: 125-20 MHz 0.1%, CW or AM, with serial-calib. cabl. book, tech. data, mating plug. Shipping wt. 16 lbs. 57.50
Same, less calib. book 12.95
TS-323 Freq. Meter: 20-480 MHz .001% A.R.C. 322: 540-1600 MHz rcvr, shpg. wt. 9 lb. 17.95
A.R.C. 323: 100-132 MHz rcvr w/knob and data, shpg. wt. 9 lb. 13.95

Versatile Plate & Filament. Transformer
Dept. Stores for SP-600 JX: Pri. 95/105/117/130/ 190/210/234/250 v 50/60 Hz. Sec. 1: 305-305 v 150 ma. Sec 2: 5 v 3 A. Sec 3: 6.3 v 5A. Sec 4 71v, 3/4 A. Sec 5: 7½ v, 1 1/2 A. One lead for pins is plainly marked. Herdm. sealed. Add postage for 13 lbs. 3.95

Our warehouses are bursting with good OSCILLOSCOPES, Digital Counters, Aeronautical Test Sets, Audio Test Sets, Oscillators, VTVM’s, Precision Meters, Power Generators, Signal Generators, Differential Voltmeters, Regulated Power Supplies, Ham Receivers, Wattmeters, Line-Voltage Regulators, etc. etc. We can’t possibly begin to list every thing in these ads. We have separate Catalogs for each Category of Equipment, so please ask for your needs by the type of equipment you need! Thanks!
WE ALSO BUY! WHAT DO YOU HAVE?

NOISE BLANKER
Designed for the serious VHF operator requiring effective suppression of interference generated by auto igniters, power lines, appliances, radars, etc. Models available for both VHF transmitter and receiver/converters systems.

Model TBN-250, for Swan 250 transceivers Features: include modern solid state design techniques utilizing discrete MOSFET transistors and a special gain controlled amplifier circuit yielding excellent cross-modulation characteristics in strong signal locations. Simplest installation required. Two metal anti-coupling drilling holes.

TBN-350 (for Swan 250) $32.95
TBN-750 (for Swan 250) $37.95

Model TBN Noise Blanker, designed to operate with VHF converters by connecting in the coax between converter and receiver.

Noise suppression characteristics are similar to those of the TBN-750. Power is 145 W, 100-140, or 120 60 VDC. RCA phone or BNC connections. Specify for 10 or 20 meter converter output

Model TBN $29.95
Prepaid orders shipped overnight. For Air Mail add 80¢. COD orders require $1.00 deposit. All products are warranted for one year and offer, on a satisfaction guaranteed or return basis. Technical brochure available.

WESTCOM ENGINEERING COMPANY
P. O. Box 1504
San Diego, Calif. 92112

METERS
BIGGEST STOCK IN THE COUNTRY
All are standard AMERICAN made, all BRAND NEW, bought at the NATIONAL VIDEO auction, at exceptional prices. Those very large savings passed on to you. These were bought in partnership, with PACER ENGINEERING, Inc. and may be ordered from either address below.

2” square-choice-$2.50 each
0-25 ma DC 0-300v DC 0-15 v AC
2½” square
0-50 ma DC 0-25 ma DC 0-10 v AC
3” square-choice-$3.50 each
mix or match-4 for $13.00
0-10 v AC 0-150 v AC 0- 1 ma DC
0-15 v AC 0-250 v AC 0- 3 ma DC
0-30 v AC 0-300 v AC 0- 5 ma DC
0-1 Amp. AC 0- 50 v AC 0- 10 ma DC
0-2 Amp. AC 0- 15 v DC 0- 25 ma DC
0-3 Amp. AC 0- 50 v DC 0- 50 ma DC
0-50 ma DC 0-150 v DC
micro-ammeters-$4.00 each
0- 25 ua DC 0- 50 ua DC 0-100 ua DC
center scales-$5.00 each
100-0-100 ua DC 50-0-50 0 ua DC
3½” round-choice-$4.00 each
mix or match-4 for $15.00
0- 10 v AC 0-100 v DC 0- 5 ma DC
0-15 v AC 0-150 v DC 0- 10 ma DC
0-25 v AC 0- 25 ma DC
0-150 v AC 0- 1 ma DC 0-25 ma DC
0-15 v DC 0- 3 ma DC 0-100 ma DC
4½” square-$5.50 each
mix or match-4 for $20.50
0-10 v AC 0-100 v DC 0- 1 ma DC
0-15 v AC 0-50 v DC 0- 3 ma DC
0-1 Amp. AC 0-100 v DC 0- 5 ma DC
0-3 Amp. AC 0-150 v DC 0- 10 ma DC
0-15 v AC 0-150 v DC 0- 25 ma DC
0-25 v AC 0-250 v DC 0- 50 ma MC
micro-ammeters-$6.00 each
0- 15 ua DC 0-100 ua DC 0-200 ua DC
0- 25 ua DC 0-500 ua DC
center scale ua meters-$7.50 each
15-0-15 ua DC 100-0-100 ua DC
Other meters, just received, also terrific bargains.

10-0-100 ua DC, CONTROL METER, with dual adjustable settings for control, 5 terminals on back. 3½” square, wide view plastic. Made by API, fault band. Take-outs-in excellent, guaranteed condition. 4 for $57.50 $15.00 each
10-10-100 ua DC. 3½” ROUND SIMPSON. BRAND NEW. 4 for $32.00 $8.50 each
0-1 ma DC. White figure on black background. Scales: Final plate 0-500 ma; grid 0-10 ma; output RF 0-10. No shunts or thermo-couple. 5000 ohm internal resist for 2½” wide view, square, plastic case, JAP MADE. 4 for $10.35 $2.75 each

All items subject to prior sale. Prices are NET, FOB store. PLEASE — include sufficient for postage. Any excess returned with order.

PACER ENGINEERING, INC.
13911 LINCOLN AVE.
DOLTON, ILLINOIS 60419
312-841-6663

BC ELECTRONICS
1249 W. ROSEDALE AVE.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60626
312-334-4463 & 784-4426

BC ELECTRONICS
NEW from BLULYNÉ

Model SG-10
Function Generator

- ULTRA LINEAR RAMP GENERATOR
- SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR
- PULSE GENERATOR (width adjustable 0-100%)

Frequency Range 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz with continuous control
Variable Amplitude Control
Rise times less than 200 nanoseconds
Excellent stability on all ranges
Reliability and Quality Without High Cost

Model SG-10 Function Generator Only $69.00

BLULYNÉ
WILLIAMSTOWN • MASS. 01267

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is the only truly international publication devoted entirely to VHF and UHF amateur radio technology.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is written for and by amateurs interested in modern VHF/UHF technology and equipment construction. Each issue contains at least sixty pages of complete and carefully detailed construction articles on VHF and UHF receivers, converters, transceivers, transmitters, transverters, antennas and test equipment. Solid state devices and printed circuit techniques are used extensively in the designs featured in the magazine.

To facilitate home-construction of the equipment described, VHF COMMUNICATIONS makes available all special components such as p.c. boards, complex metal work, etc. Also offered are complete equipment kits. Thus, even those with limited fabrication and testing facilities will be able to duplicate the designs and attain the same high performance.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS also brings theoretical articles and reports on new technological developments of interest to the VHF/UHF amateur.

VHF COMMUNICATIONS is published in February, May, August and November. It is mailed directly from West Germany. Subscriptions are by calendar year, $3.50 (U.S.) for surface mail, $4.50 for air mail delivery. Single issues and back issues are $1.10 each. A sample copy of the November 1970 issue is available for $0.50.

Why not send us your subscription now?

Write to:
VHF COMMUNICATIONS
BOX 283
FORESTDALE, MASSACHUSETTS 02644
Advertisers Index

... for literature, in a hurry — we'll rush your name to the companies whose names you "check-off"
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Here's just half a dozen reasons why the Yaesu FT-101 is the world's best portable rig.

Those six computer-type plug-in modules hold most of the FT-101's 10 FET's, 3 IC's, 31 silicon transistors and 38 silicon diodes. Being solid-state, they're built to give you years of superior performance. But if any one of them ever gives you trouble, you simply mail it back to us for a factory-new replacement module.

Not that you should expect trouble. What you should expect — and what you get — is the most sensational portable rig ever offered to the American amateur. With features like these: a built-in VOX, 25 KHz and 100 KHz calibrators, the WWV 10 MHz band, a high Q permeability tuned RF stage and a 5 KHz clarifier. And 260 W PEP, 180 W CW and 80 W AM. With 0.3 microvolts receiving sensitivity — for a 10 db signal-to-noise ratio. Not to mention a built-in 12 VDC and 117 VAC power supply. Plus an in-motion necessity — a noise blanker that picks out noise spikes, leaving only clean noise-free signal copy behind.

The FT-101 is a thirty-pound package of DX punch, air-ready when you are, wherever you are. Just add an antenna, feed it 12 or 117 volts, and you're ready to work the world.

So sure are we of the 101's solid-state reliability, we guarantee it for one year from date of purchase. And we guarantee you that it will be a very good year...the first of many to come.

The FT-101 — only $499.95.

SPECTRONICS WEST
Dept. H. 1491 E. 28th, Signal Hill, Ca. 90806 / (213) 426-2593

SPECTRONICS EAST
Dept. H. Box 1457, Stow, Ohio 44249 / (216) 923-4567

□ Please send new color catalog of all Yaesu products.
□ Enclosed find $______________
  Please send model(s) ______________

Name __________________________
Address _________________________
City_________________________ State ______ Zip ___________

All prices F.O.B. Signal Hill, Ca.

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 94
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Now you don’t have to pay twice the price to get twice the rig.

Picture this pair in your shack. The Yaesu FLdx 400 transmitter and the FRdx 400 receiver. Loaded with power. Loaded with sensitivity. Loaded with features. Loaded with value. Read on, and discover how you can have the most up-to-date receiver-transmitter rig in the world... and at an unbelievably low price.

The FRdx 400 Receiver

Get a big ear on the world with complete amateur band coverage from 160 meters through 2 meters, including WWV and CB reception. Four mechanical filters do it—they provide CW, SSB, AM and FM selectivity. Separate AM-SSB-FM detectors are included, along with squelch and transmit monitor controls. Plus a noise limiter and a variable delay AGC. And a built-in notch filter with front panel adjust for notch depth.

The FRdx includes calibration markers at 100 KHz and 25 KHz, with accurate calibrator checks verified by WWV. A solid-state FET VFO for unshakable stability. And a direct-reading 1 KHz dial affords frequency read-out to less than 200 Hertz.

The FRdx 400 sells for $359.95.

The FLdx 400 Transmitter

Here’s how to set yourself up with dual receive, transceive or split VFO operation. The FLdx 400 with its companion receiver brings you the ultimate in operational flexibility. Flexibility like frequency spotting, VOX, break-in CW, SSB, AM and even an optional FSK circuit.

The completely self-contained FLdx 400 features a built-in power supply, fully adjustable VOX, a mechanical SSB filter, metered ALC, IC and PO. A completely solid-state FET VFO provides rock-solid frequency stability.

We rate the FLdx 400 very conservatively. That rating guarantees you 240 W PEP input SSB, 120 W CW and 75 W AM. The FSK option will go all day at a continuous 75 W. And you get full frequency coverage on all amateur bands—80 meters through 10 meters—with an optional provision for certain other bands that you can personally specify. For all that, you pay just $299.95.

FL2000 B Linear Amplifier.

Ideal companion to the Series 400, this hand-crafted linear is another example of Yaesu’s unbeatable combination of high quality and low cost. Designed to operate at 1500 watts PEP SSB and 1000 watts CW, this unit provides superb regulation—achieved by a filter system with 28 UF effective capacity.

Other features include dual cooling fans (one for each tube), individual tuned input coils on each band for maximum efficiency and low distortion, and a final amplifier of the grounded grid type using two rugged carbon-plate 572 B tubes. Ready to operate at only $299.95.
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The Yaesu FTdx 560 is a great rig, but it's no bargain.

At $450, it's a steal.

Considering all the FTdx 560 offers, you might think its $450 price tag was for a kit. But it isn't.

You get a powerful, air-ready station. A handsome, completely hand-crafted transceiver that's fully guaranteed for one year.

You'll have maximum input of 560 watts PEP in the SSB mode or 500 watts CW. And except for speaker, mike and antenna, you'll have nothing else to buy. Power supply, WWV, calibrators, VOX, warranty and all the other items you usually have to pay extra for are included.

One more point: About 90% of the amateur stations in the Orient are Yaesu; in Europe, it runs about 80%. They're good. It is quite likely Yaesu is the best transceiver made anywhere in the world.

Send for our free information packet that tells the Yaesu story and gives you facts, specifications and schematics for the FTdx 560. The radio you can steal.
EIMAC's new 8873 family covers the electromagnetic spectrum from DC to 500 MHz.

No need to compartmentalize your thinking when you contemplate EIMAC's new 8873 family of zero bias triodes. This tube for all seasons has three interesting configurations that allow you unprecedented design freedom: conduction cooling to heat sink (8873), axial cooling (8874) and transverse cooling (8875). Your choice to overcome today's design constrictions.

Consider that the 8873 family provides up to 1000 watts PEP input or 500 watts continuous duty input per tube to 500 MHz. Low grid interception allows low drive power to be combined with low intermodulation distortion in linear service.

Observe that while the 8873 family performs in superior fashion as a linear amplifier in SSB service, it is also ideally suited for high gain, class-C FM or AM service in the VHF/UHF range. Electron control by EIMAC's new segmented, self-focusing cathode and unique aligned grid structure provide the key to this improved performance. The grid, moreover, is terminated in a low inductance contact ring about the base of the tube, permitting very effective intra-stage isolation to be achieved up to the outer frequency limit of operation.

Note that these rugged triodes are exceptionally well suited for class-B audio service as well as for pulse operation demanding high peak current capability at modest drive power.

Remember the 8873 family of triodes covers the electromagnetic spectrum from DC to UHF with ease, meeting widely divergent requirements in a package you can hold in the palm of your hand. Use these compact tubes in table-top design where space is a scarce commodity or where high density packaging is imperative.

Write EIMAC today for details and circuitry on the 8873 family of grounded grid triode tubes. Another example of EIMAC's ability to provide tomorrow's tubes today. EIMAC, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070. Phone (415) 592-1221.